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Abstract Impact investors, seeking financial returns from investments that
actively create social or environmental value, use a process known as due
diligence to vet incoming investment opportunities. Some industry-wide
tools have come to aid investors in this task. Existing metrics are not
sufficient to assess the environmental performance of investee companies,
the result of which is an allocation of increasing investment dollars into
ventures and industries that are not operating within the limits of the socioecological systems upon which society depends. This paper proposes the
creation of an investor toolkit that would allow users to effectively integrate
the principles of strategic sustainable development (SSD) into the due
diligence process. Such a toolkit would explain how current due diligence
support tools could be used to construct comprehensive sustainability
analyses of potential investments. The proposed toolkit was conceived after
interviews with impact investors, social entrepreneurs, and industry experts.
The research findings confirm a need for investors to use a strategic
understanding of sustainability during the due diligence process, in order to
increase portfolio value over time.
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Executive Summary
Context
This research focuses on the impact investing industry, an emerging
industry in which investors, increasingly referred to as impact investors
invest in social enterprises, a new generation of businesses designed to
create non-financial value while being – at minimum- financially selfsustaining and often striving for financial profitability. Investors and
companies interacting within the impact investing industry commonly
embody a belief that the next wave of capitalism should address the urgent
needs of society while simultaneously having the capacity to create
financial value (Porter 2011).
The Sustainability Challenge
Current global consumption patterns require 1.5 Earths worth of resources,
and will require two Earths by 2030 if they continue on their current
trajectory (World Wildlife Fund 2010). If (as hoped) global BOP (base of
the pyramid) markets are successfully integrated into the consumer
economy in the coming years - giving billions more people access to social
and economic benefits – this growth would risk resulting in the same
unsustainable consumption patterns as in developed markets (Island Press
2007). Therefore, such expansion needs to be undertaken alongside a
strategic commitment to sustainability on the part of the businesses
operating in BOP markets as well as their investors.
The social enterprise market is expected to grow and act as a significant
driver in BOP expansion in the next two decades (JP Morgan 2010).
Financing from the impact investing industry will heavily support this
expansion. Therefore, the decision-making of impact investors (in regard to
which enterprises to support) upstream, will have significant influence on
the development of this market downstream. If investors do not include
comprehensive sustainability considerations (i.e. if they only look at shortterm social impact, but don‘t address long-term social, environmental and
financial sustainability) in their investment decision-making, there is
considerable risk that the BOP expansion will be unsustainable, which
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would result in dramatic consequences for the ecological and social systems
of our planet.
Strategic sustainable development (SSD) is a planning approach that uses a
concrete principles-based definition of sustainability and a technique
known as backcasting to help organizations and industries move towards
full socio-ecological sustainability. We believe that impact investor
decision-making, specifically the due diligence process (the process that
begins when the investor encounters a potential investment opportunity and
ultimately concludes with a decision to make or not make an investment)
represents a high point of leverage for embedding the concepts of strategic
sustainable development (SSD). The hope is that if the due diligence
processes encompasses SSD considerations, social enterprise and BOP
market expansion will have a stronger chance of developing towards longterm social and environmental sustainability.
Purpose and Research Questions
This thesis examines impact investors‘ current due diligence processes with
the aim of finding the gaps in their sustainability understanding, in order to
suggest what additions are needed for such processes to embody the
concepts of strategic sustainable development. Our research structure and
methods employ the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (a
decision-making guide based on principles of SSD). This tool outlines a
process by which human society can come to persist indefinitely. This state
of sustainability is characterized by not systematically undermining Earth‘s
natural systems, as defined by the four Sustainability Principles (to be
explained in this report) (Robèrt 2000).
RQ1: What gaps does an FSSD-analysis reveal in current due diligence
processes?
RQ2: What analytic elements should be included in the due diligence
process to allow investors to conduct comprehensive sustainability
analyses for potential investments?
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Methods
To collect data, we reviewed industry documents, conducted semistructured interviews with impact investors, social entrepreneurs, and
industry experts, and analyzed two industry-wide due diligence support
tools, the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) and the Global
Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS), with respect to the FSSD. Based
on our findings, we generated a series of recommendations to the
organizations that maintain these tools.
Results
Below are several of our most significant findings:


Half of all investors interviewed do not have any definition for the
term sustainability, and only one of the investors could describe a
specific definition for sustainability that they use.



Though details of the due diligence process vary from investor to
investor, they all follow a common framework



A significant number of social enterprise investees believe that
working towards sustainability will increase costs in their supply
chain, and ultimately in their end product. For those that serve lowincome populations, they thus feel that movement towards
sustainability may be financially impossible for them, and/or
discouraged by their investors.



At the same time, social enterprises do understand that positive
environmental practices and policies are correlated with other forms
of success, both financial and non-financial.



62% of social enterprises interviewed have a list of success metrics
that they track for funders and/or internal performance evaluation.



There is currently no tool available for investors to construct
comprehensive sustainability analyses of their potential investees.



Both GIIRS and IRIS could become significantly most useful for
constructing sustainability analyses if they were updated with a
handful of new features.
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The impact investing industry is in need of a shared mental model
for what sustainability is and how it is related to early-stage
investments, especially in BOP markets.

Discussion
In our discussion we discussed our research findings in response to our two
research questions and through the FSSD structure.
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Conclusions: Our research concluded that the concepts of SSD can be
incorporated into impact investor due diligence through the development of
a high-level investor toolkit that would outline how existing due diligence
support tools and obtainable information could be structured in such a way
as to signal differentiable value amongst potential investments; such a
toolkit would include the elements we identified in answering our second
research question.
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Glossary & Acronyms
Blended Value – A philosophy of business that treats economic and
social/environmental value as being two aspects of one, indivisible, value.
Effectiveness – How well a program produces its intended outcomes in the
real world.
Efficacy – How well a program produces its intended outcomes under ideal
conditions, such as in a laboratory.
Equity – Ownership in a business.
ESG – Environmental, Social, and Governance factors
Evaluation – The systematic assessment of the value, merit, significance,
quality, or state of affairs of a program, product, person, policy, proposal,
or plan.
Formative Evaluation – An evaluation that takes place while a program is
ongoing and that provides feedback for improvement.
GIIN – Global Impact Investing Network
GIIRS – Global Impact Investment Rating System
Impacts – Outcomes proven to be caused by a program.
IRIS – Impact Reporting and Investment Standards
Logic Model – A model of how a program will contribute to its specified
outcomes.
Outcomes – Changes in individuals, organizations, communities, policies,
or governments.
Outputs – Tangible products that result from a program‘s activities – such
as the number of brochures distributed or the number of people served –
that lead to intended outcomes. (Encyclopedia of Evaluation 2005)
ix

PRI – Program Related Investments
Process Evaluation – An evaluation of the activities and events that occur
as a program is delivered.
Social Enterprise – A business whose model as been designed to create
social or environmental value, alongside financial value.
Social Entrepreneurship – The act of addressing market failures or
social/environmental challenges by creating new organizations, specifically
social enterprises.
SRI – Socially Responsible Investing
Strategic Approach – An approach that shows how various initiatives are
linked to each other, usually resulting in a stepwise action plan to achieve a
goal or a set of goals previously defined.
Summative Evaluation – An evaluation conducted at the end of a program
that determines whether the program met its goals.
Theory of Change – Assumptions about the nature of a social problem,
what its solution is, and how particular actions will lead to the solution.
Triple Bottom Line – A business philosophy that sees three equal points of
focus: people, planet, and profits.
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Introduction

A new generation of businesses, designed to create non-financial value
while yielding financial returns, is emerging on a global scale. Referred to
as social enterprises, blended value organizations, or triple-bottom-line
businesses, these companies embody a belief that the next wave of
capitalism will simultaneously create financial value and address the urgent
needs of society (Porter 2011).
An industry of investors has emerged to support these businesses.
Increasingly referred to as ‗impact‘ investors, they are playing an
increasingly significant role in funding and scaling business models that
address social or environmental problems, offering the capital needed to
help ―unleash the wave of innovation and growth‖ (Porter 2011) that could
play a key role in global transition towards sustainability.
This is in the context of global economic activity that continues to
systematically undermine the social and ecological systems upon which it
depends. Business and philanthropic leaders are turning their attention to
consider the role that capital allocation might play in reversing existing
environmental degradation, generating positive social impact, and
restructuring economic systems so that they support, rather than degrade,
the Earth‘s social and ecological systems.
A thorough analysis of impact investors‘ role in a global transition toward
sustainability1 should include a structured assessment of their influence,
opportunity, and decision-making process, using an established planning
framework. This paper analyzes impact investor decision-making and due
diligence using the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD), ultimately resulting in the recommendation for the creation of an
investor toolkit, designed to be used in conjunction with emerging impact
measurement tools and due diligence support tools, to support investor
sustainability strategy.
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In this context, sustainability refers to the state of being of human society
in which it can persist indefinitely; it is a state that is characterized by not
systematically undermining Earth‘s natural systems.
1

1.1 Global sustainability
Human society faces a number of unprecedented environmental challenges,
including the initial consequences of a warming global climate (IPCC
2007). Human economic development has led to widespread habitat
destruction and ecosystem degradation, resulting in current annual species
extinction rates that are as high as 1000 times the past baseline rate
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Current global consumption
patterns require 1.5 Earths worth of resources, and will require 2 Earths by
2030 if they continue on their current trajectory (World Wildlife Fund
2010). The global economy will soon reach, or has already reached, the
extraction peak for light crude oil, the source of energy that serves as the
foundation for society‘s transportation systems and petrochemical industry
(Zittel and Schindler 2007). This phenomenon will have far-reaching
consequences, affecting industries from agriculture and pharmaceuticals, to
manufacturing and national defense. This set of issues, if left unaddressed,
poses a threat to human society as it currently exists.
These environmental challenges are compounded by social issues that
include injustice, oppression, war, illiteracy, malnutrition, and crushing
poverty. Each of these circumstances makes it difficult or impossible for
certain populations to meet their own needs. When taken together, they
systematically limit over 3 billion people worldwide from earning more
than $2.50 a day, preventing them from building lives that fulfill their basic
human needs (Shah 2010). These social issues make it virtually impossible
for the international community (or any given nation) to turn its full
attention to the pressing environmental challenges that must be solved, as
they are a constant drain on resources.
The result of these environmental and social challenges is a systematic
degradation of Earth‘s natural systems‘ ability to support human
civilization. In this paper, the term sustainability will mean the ability for
human civilization to persist indefinitely; it will mean a future in which
these challenges have been addressed successfully, and Earth‘s systems are
no longer being systematically degraded.
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1.2 Economic growth at the Base of the Pyramid
In the late 1990s, C.K. Prahalad (2004) proposed a new area of business
strategy that revolves around serving the needs of the world‘s poorest
people. He referred to that population segment as the Base of the Pyramid
(BOP), and championed the idea that in this arena, business could earn
profit while doing what governments have been unable to do: permanently
lifting the world‘s poorest people out of poverty. In the years since,
multinational corporations have begun targeting the BOP for financial gain,
often finding innovative ways of delivering value at extremely low cost
(London and Hart 2004).
Unfortunately, the BOP and social enterprise movements have taken place
largely apart from scientific conversations about the limits of Earth‘s
ecological systems. Though individual companies may consider
environmental factors when designing specific BOP products or services,
we were unable to find any evidence of consensus about how the sector can
realize its full potential in a way that does not further undermine global
ecological systems.
If global BOP markets are successfully integrated into the consumer
economy in the coming years, billions more people will be given the
education, economic opportunity, safety, and healthcare that they need
(World Economic Forum 2009). Though it would be a considerable
achievement in increasing the quality of life for billions, when coupled with
ongoing growth in developed economies this development is likely to result
in widespread ecological collapse (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
2005) if it is not undertaken alongside a strategic commitment to
sustainability on the part of the businesses operating in BOP markets as
well as their investors.

1.3 The impact investing industry
Impact investing is an emerging financial sector that seeks to generate
social and environmental impact while achieving financial returns (GIIRS
2010). This research will focus on direct, early-stage investments (e.g.
equity, debt) in businesses working to address social or environmental
3

issues, specifically those that serve communities in emerging markets or
populations constituting the BOP.
Simon and Barmeier (2010) argue that the defining feature of impact
investors is that a non-financial impact is an intrinsic part of their business
model, and their investors are willing to be held accountable for achieving
it. They also note that impact investments tend to target regions and sectors
that traditional foreign direct investment (FDI) does not or cannot. These
investments are especially concentrated in ―frontier‖ markets like Africa
and Latin America, whereas FDI has focused largely on Asia (Simon and
Barmeier 2010).
Impact investors operate in the space between the two poles of traditional
commercial investors (focusing exclusively on financial returns) and
international non-profit development efforts (focusing exclusively on social
impact through charity). Impact investors use for-profit, market-based
models to achieve both social benefit and the positive financial returns
necessary to generate a self-sustaining revenue stream (Center for Global
Development 2009). Their returns range from principal (capital
preservation) to market-rate or market-beating returns.
The Monitor Institute (2009, 31) classifies impact investors into two main
groups based on their primary objective (see Figure 1.1):
(1) Impact-first investors seek to optimize social impact or environmental
benefit and have a minimum requirement for financial returns. These
investors are often willing to give up financial return to support socially or
environmentally beneficial projects. Impact-first investors typically
experiment with diversifying their social change approach, seeking to
harness a range of market mechanisms to create impact.
(2) Financial-first investors seek to optimize financial returns and have a
minimum requirement for social impact or environmental benefit. They are
typically commercial investors who seek out sub-sectors that offer marketrate returns while achieving some social or environmental good. They may
do this by integrating social and environmental value drivers into
investment decisions, by looking for healthy returns in a way that leads
them to create some social value (e.g., clean technology), or in response to
regulations or tax policy (e.g. the Green Funds Scheme in the Netherlands
4

or affordable housing in the U.S.).
In many cases, impact-first and return-first investors may collaborate on
deals to leverage the total assets necessary to scale a certain investment. In
other cases, impact-first initiatives (e.g. microfinance or green investment
funds in developing countries) serve as a proof of concept for more
traditional investors (e.g. TIAA-CREF, Prudential, Citibank, pension funds,
wealth managers, and philanthropic investors) who may have originally
been skeptical about the viability of financial returns in impact portfolios
(Clinton 2010).

Figure 1.1 Segments of impact investors
Source: The Monitor Institute 2009
The field of impact investing developed in the 1990s, as a number of global
philanthropic thought leaders began seeking higher-impact methods for
creating change and addressing intractable global problems such as poverty,
malnutrition, and other social injustices. What was once an experimental
philanthropic niche is now poised on the brink of widespread adoption and
acceptance by more traditional investors.
The Monitor Institute's 2009 report on the industry estimated that the field
has the potential to grow to 1% of all managed global assets in the next five
to ten years; this would mean $500 billion of mission-driven capital
entering the market, seeking viable investments. A recent JP Morgan
5

report identified impact investments as a new asset class, which is likely to
entice ―investors who may have shied away from social investing in the
past to reconsider this emerging investment category,‖ (Clinton 2010, 3). In
this context, ―social investing‖ refers to investments made with
consideration of positive social outcomes.
Emerson and Spitzer (2007) believe that the impact investing industry is
reaching the point of standardization and market structure required to move
large amounts of capital, a pattern that has been seen in other financial
markets. Many feel that the industry is now ―...poised to exit its initial
phase of uncoordinated innovation and build the marketplace required for
broad impact,‖ (Monitor Institute 2009, 1). Reasons for this include
growing interest among capital providers to diversify their investment
options, values-driven consumer behavior, and the pull of growing
emerging economies (Monitor Institute 2009, 1).
Simon and Barmeier (2010) lament the lack of abundant, exact figures on
investment dollars, but note that numbers of investment funds can be
charted. In 2001, there were very few active funds, most notably Acumen
Fund. Today in 2011 there are more than 125 funds, foundations, and firms
claiming to do impact investing. Some areas of the landscape show finer
details. Social venture capital investments increased dramatically from
$150.36 million in 2009 to $404.58 million in 2010 (Venture Capital News
2010). Many of these investments are concentrated in certain sectors and
business models; a recent article in Forbes estimates that microfinance
comprises 50% of the total impact investing market (Clinton 2010).
In 2009, some microfinance funds gave their investors a 6% return while
many traditional investments suffered losses three to five times that amount
(Emerson 2009). An informal survey of investment funds with multi-year
track-records found returns in the high single digits or low double digits.
Seventy-one percent of those investments sought funds from the private
sector, and ten of the 43 surveyed projects were already profitable (Simon
and Barmeier 2010).
1.3.1

Industry challenges

There is a growing body of evidence that indicates that while impact
investments are capable of making market returns, they generally provide
6

lower returns than purely financial investments, even while requiring higher
investor risk tolerance and a longer investment horizon (Parthenon Group).
While patient capital appears to be a viable mechanism for supporting highimpact organizations over 8-15 year time horizons, it cannot yet compete
with traditional investments in consistency or size of returns (Acumen Fund
2011).
The most common gaps identified by authors are with the availability of
capital to social enterprise investees. ―Marino (2006) notes the lack of
appropriately structured, risk-tolerant financing to fund early-stage social
entrepreneurs and suggests that venture philanthropists might fill that gap
with risk-tolerant seed capital. Emerson, Freundlich, and Fruchterman
(2006) identify a lack of risk-tolerant expansion capital for social
enterprises (both for-profit and nonprofit). Overholser (2006) identifies a
lack of capital structured with long-term horizons for enterprises to reach
sustainability, and suggests that investors with ‗patient capital‘ are willing
to defer financial returns‖ (Emerson and Spitzer 2007, 26).
There is also a secondary gap in the financing field, sometimes referred to
as the ―missing middle,‖ which describes the lack of financing
opportunities between seed stage investments and expansion capital. This
missing middle makes it very difficult for companies that have modest early
revenue but no significant growth to secure financing to reach scale
(Harvard University Center for International Development 2011).

1.4 The potential of social enterprise
Impact investors are particularly interested in the new set of business
models that have emerged in the last twenty years, practiced by a range of
organizations (both for-profit and nonprofit) chartered to address social and
environmental issues. These new business models have generally been
labeled social enterprise, and have arisen from a desire to see the private
sector address what were previously considered market failures including
poverty, homelessness, disease, environmental pollution, and education.
The Four Lenses Strategic Framework (FLF) (2010) defines a social
enterprise as ―a business that has been created for a social purpose and/or to
7

generate social value while operating with the financial discipline,
innovation and determination of a private sector business.‖ In the words of
Kevin Doyle Jones, Principal at Good Capital and convener of the SOCAP
Conference2 series, ―if you can rip the social value out of the model and
still have a functioning business, it isn‘t a social enterprise,‖ (Jones 2010).
Social enterprises have arisen in all parts of the world, with a majority
focused on alleviating poverty and addressing human needs in the BOP
(Cheng 2011, 5-6).
The FLF (2010) identifies three characteristics that social enterprises are
likely to share: social purpose, an enterprise approach (business strategy
and behavior), and social ownership; it also identifies the most common
purposes of social enterprises: (a) an additional funding mechanism for an
existing social organization, (b) a self-sustaining program that helps an
existing organization achieve its mission, or (c) a leadership development
mechanism to support social innovation. Depending on their legal structure,
social enterprises can be embedded within an existing organization,
integrated (partially embedded), or external (Four Lenses Strategic
Framework, 2010).
Social enterprises, whatever their structure, share an underlying view that
organizations do not have to choose between operating a profitable business
model and creating social or environmental value for society through
charitable means. They embody the concept of blended value (Emerson
2003), or shared value (Porter 2011); these perspectives eschew the
traditional management thinking that assumes there is an inherent trade-off
between economic efficiency and social progress (Porter 2010, 4), and
advocate for holistic and indivisible accounting of value, regardless of the
exact formula used.
In a recent issue of the Harvard Business Review (Jan/Feb 2011), Michael
Porter (2011, 5) expands upon the shared value concept by stating that by
incorporating social and economic value – the essence of impact investing –

2

SOCAP is a conference series that convenes conversations around the
social capital markets, their infrastructure and development, and
stakeholder challenges.
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we can generate ―greater innovation and growth for companies and also
greater benefits for society.‖
Social capital markets (Emerson and Spitzer 2007), markets dedicated to
the allocation of impact capital, are emerging as a viable mechanism to
distribute financial capital at a large scale to address the global challenges
of our time. Like other financial markets before them, the social capital
markets will require a steady increase in investment capital to grow.
Accordingly, impact investors are working to define these markets in order
to more efficiently invest their capital in social enterprises.
As individual philanthropists, foundations, and governments realize the
potential in social enterprise models, they have begun turning their attention
to new ways of supporting them through the distribution of funds. The
emerging practice of tactical philanthropy treats philanthropic grants as if
they were investments, analyzing their (social) return-on-investment, costeffectiveness, and efficacy (Tactical Philanthropy 2011).
As a global cohort, this group of leaders who are committing themselves
and their institutions to this new style of investing have at least one belief in
common: that some level of financial return and social or environmental
benefit can be achieved together (Monitor Institute 2009).

1.5 Investor due diligence
Similar to traditional venture capitalists, the process by which investors vet
their incoming investments is known as due diligence. It begins when the
investor encounters a potential investment opportunity, involving
information-gathering, analyses, performance projections, and ultimately
concludes with a decision to make the investment (which may include
presenting the investee with closing conditions or terms), or not make the
investment.
Information gathered during the due diligence process may include the
potential investee‘s mission statement (an expression of their core values
and core purpose, which are likely to be guiding organizational focus and
policies), their strategic plan (short- medium- and long-term goals), existent
legal frameworks, as well as various subjective or investor-specific
analyses such as social impact assessments (Harvard Business Review
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2011).
Investor due diligence processes vary greatly, from strict guidelines that are
applied for all deals within the portfolio, to unstructured processes that vary
with each deal (Cheng 2011). Whether structured or unstructured, the due
diligence process usually includes financial valuation criteria (e.g. cashflow, liquidity, risk assessment, debt load) impact investors perform other
less tangible or more resource-consuming analyses, quantifying such things
as impact-per-dollar spent, number of people directly benefited, percentage
income increase of certain portion of the population, infant mortality
variation, or other similar metrics (Harvard Business Review 2011).
Clinton (2010) notes that since impact investments sizes are still relatively
small (less than $250,000), and that small deals require essentially the same
time-intensity of vetting that larger ones do, due diligence process for these
investors is very costly as a percentage of the deal size. This is because its
overhead costs are essentially fixed, and are markedly higher as a
percentage of financial returns for small deals, making the relative cost
much higher (J.P. Morgan 2010).

1.6 Due diligence support tools
Over the past decade impact investors from around the world have been
increasingly working together to create the tools they believe are needed to
accelerate the development of the industry (J.P. Morgan 2010 16).
Although industry-wide due diligence support tools do exist (The Story of
Pulse 2011), the majority of impact investors still use their own due
diligence process to assess investment opportunities. One of the best
examples of a self-developed due diligence process is that of Acumen
Fund, a leader in the impact investing space. Acumen Fund‘s due diligence
process goes through the following stages: 1) Preliminary questions
identifying whether or not the investment opportunity is in line with
Acumen‘s mission and its potential for scale; 2) the BACO analysis, which
involves benchmarking the investment opportunity‘s intervention against
the best available charitable option in terms of cost effectiveness.
According to Acumen, ―for the investments to be worthwhile, even if they
made a loss, they would have to be more cost effective than traditional
charity at achieving a set of social goals,‖ (Ebrahim and Rangan 2010, 10)
(See Sample BACO Assessment); 3) the Shaitan Ka Wakil process, in
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which an in-house analyst must rigorously identify weaknesses and risks in
the investment; and 4) a traditional financial and legal assessment to seek
low-cost, high-quality business models (Bativa et al. 2011).
In October 2007 the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) was launched
by the Rockefeller Foundation and several other investors who felt the need
for an established networking space to discuss and address the needs of the
emergent impact investing industry. The GIIN was formally constituted as
an independent organization a year later and, as its first order of business,
the Rockefeller Foundation, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte, Hitachi,
and B-Lab were engaged to fund, develop and launch the Impact Reporting
and Investment Standards (IRIS) (GIIN 2011). Launched in 2009, IRIS is
the first industry-wide taxonomy to standardize social impact reporting. By
providing a common reporting language, IRIS aims to enhance the
transparency, credibility and growth of the impact investing industry. IRIS
is not a prescriptive tool, and can be used in conjunction with other tools
(GIIN 2011).
IRIS also plans to aggregate the social performance data received and
release benchmarking reports in the upcoming years that enable impact
investors to compare investments against their peers — ―a capacity that
proved central in the growth of mainstream venture capital and private
equity‖ (Solutions for Impact Investors 2009, 118). The IRIS team stresses
that the current taxonomy is a work in progress that ―will evolve, grow and
improve over time‖ (IRIS 2010).
In 2010, The Global Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS) was launched
in response to the need for an industry wide impact rating system. GIIRS,
hosted by the independent nonprofit organization B Lab, examines the
social impact of companies and funds using a ratings approach analogous to
Standard and Poor‘s credit risk ratings. Built with many IRIS metrics
embedded, GIIRS provides an overall company rating that can be used to
compare companies and funds. The goal of GIIRS is to provide impact
investors with comparable ratings across diverse portfolios of investments,
while also giving investors access to an aggregate rating, sub-ratings and
individual underlying data points (GIIRS 2011).
Though these various tools have been developed by a variety of
organizations, none have been formulated using a comprehensive
sustainability framework; these due diligence support tools have not
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been created with sustainability in mind.

1.7 Impact investing and sustainability
The impact investing industry is growing and maturing, as social
enterprises proliferate around the globe to address the needs of BOP
populations. Impact investors are refining their methods for measuring
social and environmental impact, and improving their processes for
allocating investment capital to the deals where it will yield the highest
returns – both financial and social/environmental.
However, because the conceptual approach of impact investing (proactive
value creation) does not include science-based elements of socio-ecological
sustainability, it is possible for this industry to ―succeed‖ in scale, dealflow, and returns, and still have this growth trigger further collapse of
ecological (or even social) systems; it is possible for the industry to fully
reach its definition of success and still not catalyze a fully sustainable
global society. As the industry represents a growing lever for capital
allocation and systems change, a framework for embedding a
comprehensive and strategic understanding of sustainability is called for.

1.8 The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD)
Growing ecological pressures from economic development in the BOP is
just one dimension of the urgency with which we must find a systemic
solution to our society‘s current unsustainable path. As our social and
ecological systems are further undermined and degraded further by ongoing
economic activity and development, the risk of widespread ecological
collapse increases (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005).
As time goes by, and natural resources become increasingly scarce as the
socio-economic systems are undermined, we will have access to fewer and
fewer options to address the aforementioned threats and challenges (Robèrt
2000, 243-245). It is important that organizations, nations, and
collaborative bodies begin to make strategic plans for transitioning to a
state of sustainability. Companies and organizations across industries and
sectors have begun acknowledging the threats of an unsustainable world, as
well as the opportunities involved in transition. Many have begun planning
12

to become more sustainable (Willard 2005).
In order for us to gain a comprehensive understanding of the complexity of
the impact investing industry, and the role that robust due diligence can
play in developing a sustainable society, we must approach this research
from a whole-systems perspective before focusing in on details within the
intricate workings of the industry. If we do not approach it in this manner
we risk getting caught in the details before having properly understood the
larger system that surrounds and influences this industry, and vice versa.
We have chosen to use the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD) to help guide us through this whole-systems
understanding. The FSSD serves as a decision-making guide for
organizations working to reach a state of full sustainability, by helping to
focus planning and strategic decision-making within the complex systems
where they operate. The FSSD is made up of the following five levels:
system, success, strategic guidelines, actions, and tools. These levels are
described to be ―interdependent but distinct‖ as they investigate unique
aspects of the strategic development journey but are most effective when
used together to work towards a sustainable future (Robèrt 2000).
1.8.1

System level

We must always define our system boundaries and actors, as well as
understand how these actors interact within the system (Ny et al 2006). This
means understanding the ecological and social systems upon which our
society and economy depend (e.g. mineral flows, energy flows,
thermodynamics).
1.8.2

Success Level

In the context of sustainability, success means ending unsustainable
activities, which currently threaten the socio-ecological system. While we
cannot envision exactly what a sustainable future will look like, we can
define its basic principles (Robèrt 2000). The FSSD attempts to do this by
defining ‗success‘ in terms of four Sustainability Principles (SPs), which,
when taken together, constitute necessary and sufficient concrete guidelines
for an organization to be ecologically and socially sustainable (Ny et al
2006). These SPs serve as a guide for those working towards sustainability
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as they can highlight actions that are contributing to violations of
sustainability as well as encourage the creation of actions that will eliminate
or avoid such violations. Full sustainability ‗success‘ for a system is when
that system complies with all four SPs. If the system is an organization, this
means that the organizations operations comply with the 4SPs and that their
visions and goals are within the constraints of the SPs (Robèrt 2000).
The four SPs as well as details of how to comply with each of the SPs
follow below. While the compliance details are not exhaustive, they help
frame what compliance could look like in regard to our current reality.
Sustainability Principle 1: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically3 increasing concentrations of substances extracted from the
Earth's crust (Ny et al. 2006).
Complying with SP1 means decreasing our use of (and eliminating our
dependence on) fossil fuels. It also means reducing our extraction of
materials (minerals and metals) from the lithosphere (earth‘s crust) so that
we do not systematically increase their concentration in the biosphere to
levels that are unnatural. Mining can still take place in a sustainable society
by replacing mining of scare minerals and metals with those abundant in
nature as well as by using closed loop processes (Broman, Holmberg and
Robèrt 2000, 8).
Sustainability Principle 2: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing concentrations of substances produced by society
(Ny et al. 2006).
To comply with SP2, we must eliminate our use of persistent substances
foreign to nature (for example PCBs, aerosols etc). A way to work towards
this elimination is to reduce our dependence on such substances while using
3

―Systematically‖ can be interpreted in two ways: (i) the deviation from the
natural state must not increase more and more due to the influences from
society. (ii) the society must not be organized in such a way that it makes
itself more and more dependant on activities that cause such (i) effects‖
(Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000, 8).
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them in a controlled manner within closed loop cycles. We should also
work to replace such non-degradable substances with natural, degradable
substances in concentrations that are within the ecosystem‘s natural limits.
In addition to persistent substances, we must also decrease the use of
natural substances that are currently systematically increasing in the
world‘s ecosystem in unnatural concentrations (for example nitrogen oxides
or methane) (Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
Sustainability Principle 3: In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing degradation by physical means (Ny et al. 2006).
Complying with SP3 means that we must conduct practices that influence
physical ecosystems ( for example agriculture, forestry, fishing, and urban
planning) in ways that do not systematically degrade these physical
ecosystems. For example we must harvest in ways that enable these
ecosystems to replenish to natural levels and pursue efficient use of all
natural resources (Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
The first three sustainability principles offer the system conditions for
ecological sustainability (Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
Sustainability Principle 4 adds the fundamental system condition that is
necessary for societal sustainability, and thus sustainability of the whole
biosphere (ibid).
Sustainability Principle 4: In a sustainable society, people are not subject to
conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs
(Ny et al. 2006).
In order to satisfy SP4 we need to increase technical and organizational
efficiency, as well as share resources fairly, to help people to meet their
own needs. We also need to eliminate present barriers (and the creation of
future barriers) that stop people from meeting their own needs (such
barriers include lack of freedom of speech or financial structures that
enforce income disparity) (Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
1.8.3

Strategic [Guidelines] Level

Many organizations rely heavily on the use of forecasting for planning near
to long-term activities. In some cases, this approach makes sense and is
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acceptable. With regard to sustainability issues, however, forecasting is
dangerous, as it includes the projection of existing patterns and processes
(along with their attendant problems) into the future. It is a common
misconception that in a complex system (e.g. our global ecological system),
a given pattern will repeat itself indefinitely (Robèrt 2000, 244). Due to this
misconception, it is very difficult for organizations that have fundamentally
unsustainable practices, products, or services to forecast their way into
sustainable operations. Robèrt (2002) notes that ―what is considered
'realistic' today should only be allowed to influence the pace of the
transition, not its direction" (245).
Backcasting is the process of envisioning a desired future state and
determining what steps can be taken, from the current position, in order to
reach it. Backcasting lends itself well to planning for sustainability, as
many of the solutions that we will need do not currently exist (e.g.
affordable, versatile, renewable energy). Backcasting from specific
scenarios (with a high level of detail) can be difficult and problematic,
however, since specific elements of a sustainable society are not yet clear.
For example, will energy be primarily harnessed from wind, or solar
panels? Choosing just one specific scenario to backcast from limits options,
and can be difficult to find consensus around (Robèrt 2000, 244-245).
To address this issue, Robèrt and Holmes (2000) embedded the concept of
backcasting from sustainability principles in the strategic guidelines level of
the FSSD.
In addition to the act of backcasting, they also included three guiding
questions (additional questions may be added) that help those working
toward sustainability to decide whether their decisions and actions are
appropriate. Additional questions may be added to this level of the
framework for organization- or sector-specific prioritization. These three
guiding questions are:
1. Does this measure move the organization in the right direction?
2. Does this measure provide a flexible platform to maneuver
3. Does this measure produce a sufficient return on investment?
1.8.4

Actions Level
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This level is where actions that adhere to the strategic guidelines and work
towards the definition of success are suggested, developed, and employed
(Ny et al. 2006).
1.8.5

Tools Level

This level consists of tools that help the implementation and monitoring the
decided-upon actions and make sure that these actions adhere to strategic
guidelines, which are working towards the definition of success that is in
line with the sustainability principles, all within the greater system (Ny et al
2006).
There are numerous tools that can be used to assist strategic sustainable
development. Some of the most well-known include Life Cycle Analyses,
ISO Standards, Ecological Footprinting, LEED® Rating Systems, and the
Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) (Stack 2008).
1.8.6

Application

The FSSD has been used by organizations around the world, from leading
corporations like IKEA and Dow Chemical to communities such as
Whistler, BC, Canada (The Natural Step 2010). After 20 years of
development, the framework is now being adopted by an increasingly
mainstream user base, bringing the Sustainability Principles and the
strategy of backcasting to a range of new sectors and contexts (The Natural
Step 2010).

1.9 The business benefits of sustainability
In addition to wider societal value in organizations pursuing sustainability,
there are considerable benefits to private shareholders in embedding
sustainability into core strategy and operations.
Financial benefits accrue from pursuing sustainability in small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) (Willard 2005) and in investment portfolios at the
publicly traded level (Camejo 2002). Impact investors can also see financial
returns from integrating sustainability into their portfolios, if we assume
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that they see higher returns when their investees see higher returns.
As early-stage impact investments are SMEs designed to create social or
environmental value, Bob Willard‘s (2005) set of seven benefits applies.
They are: 1) Easier hiring of top talent, 2) higher retention of top talent, 3)
increased employee productivity, 4) reduced expenses in manufacturing, 5)
reduced expenses at commercial sites, 6) increased revenue and/or market
share, and 7) reduced risk and easier financing.
And, in the climate change arena, more so than just reducing emissions or
even increasing revenues making use of carbon credit markets, there is an
increasing need for resilience. With additional changes already in the
pipeline, there is a global need to adapt, to become climate-resilient, to
mitigate both financial and operational risks (Betts and Huddleston 2010).
According to the Goldman Sachs report, ―Introducing GS SUSTAIN,‖
(2007) SME companies with the best environmental, social and governance
performance in four sectors (energy, mining & steel, media, and food &
beverages) outperformed the average MSCI World Index by 25% and
outperformed their competitors in their sectors by 72% (see Appendix B:
Sustainability-Focused Companies Outperform Peers) (Mahler, D. et al
2009).
Given the documented financial benefits that SMEs experience when
transitioning towards full sustainability, and the fact that social enterprises
are mission-driven SMEs, it is logical to conclude that impact investors
would see higher returns – both financial and non-financial – when
investing in social enterprises that are actively transitioning toward full
sustainability.

1.10 Sustainability in investment portfolios
In 1999 Dow Jones created the Dow Jones Sustainability Global Index
(DJSGI), selecting 230 companies from 61 industries in 27 countries, their
goal was to create an index that held the top 10% of the most sustainable
companies in the world (Camejo 2002, 17). By the first half of 2002 the
average return on equity (ROE) of companies in the DJSGI was 14.89%,
already outperforming the Dow Jones Global Index at 8.43% (ibid).
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It is logical to conclude that impact portfolios, which embody sociallyresponsible investment philosophies that have been proven to reduce risk
(Camejo 2002), can out-perform non-impact portfolios in emerging
markets. Incorporating more comprehensive sustainability analyses into
investor due diligence and decision-making can reduce this risk even
further, thus making portfolios more secure and likely to be more lucrative
in the long term. As said by Dr. Thomas Kabisch, asset management
specialist, ―the focus of sustainable investment lies on its future prospects—
not only economic, but also ecological, social, and ethical aspects. Acting
ecologically minimizes risk, lowers costs, and promotes a lasting positive
development‖ (Kabsich 2010).
For example, as the environment and scarce resources become important on
the policy agendas of many countries, regulations for enterprises will
increase (Hall et al. 2008, 7). By considering sustainability early in the
business lifecycle, investors can reduce the risk of unforeseen costs in the
investees‘ future, such as requirements to alter operations to comply with
new environmental regulations, hazardous cleanup costs, fines for noncompliance, lost revenue from damaged reputation and production
limitation or termination (Hall et al. 2008, 7).

1.11 Study purpose and research questions
BOP market penetration and social enterprise proliferation are expected to
increase steadily over the next two decades (JP Morgan 2010), as they are
supported by a widening circle of business, philanthropy, and policy
leaders, many of whom have substantial assets as their disposal. These
efforts are increasingly supported and even spearheaded by the impact
investing industry. Ultimately, the decision-making of these investors will
have dramatic consequences for the ecological and social systems of our
planet. For this reason, we believe that impact investor decision-making,
specifically the due diligence process, represents a high point of leverage
for embedding the concepts of SSD, specifically a concrete principlesbased definition of sustainability, and a strategic approach to planning
toward a desired state of full sustainability in the future (i.e. backcasting).
Equipped with this strategic perspective, investors would be able to analyze
their portfolio and potential investments more rigorously, and their social
enterprise investees would be able to make better-informed decisions
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regarding their sustainability performance. Given this belief, the purpose of
this research is to answer the following question: How can the concepts of
strategic sustainable development (SSD) be incorporated into impact
investor due diligence? This guiding question led us to the following two
research questions:
Research Question 1: What gaps does an FSSD-analysis reveal in current
due diligence processes?
Research Question 2: What analytic elements should be included in the
due diligence process to allow investors to conduct comprehensive
sustainability analyses for potential investments?
Our research will include early-stage impact investors and the due diligence
support tools that they use. ―Early-stage‖ refers to investments that are
made below the publicly traded level (i.e. not in public stock markets). It
will include social enterprises that are operating in BOP markets, and
impact investors who are investing in BOP markets. Our project will not
include publicly traded investments, nor will it study social enterprises that
are unrelated-to-mission. It will not include social enterprises or impact
investors whose primary focus is in developed economies.
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2

Methods

We approached our methods design using the conceptual framework of the
FSSD. We wanted to explore whether or not investors currently make use
of the concepts of SSD in their investing strategies, and whether SSD
concepts are applied in their due diligence processes. Furthermore, we
wanted to understand what investors might need to start incorporating SSD
considerations if they weren‘t already doing so.

2.1

Data Collection

2.1.1

Semi-structured interviews

Because the impact investing industry remains relatively small, we chose to
use purposeful sampling in our data collection. We contacted impact
investors, social enterprises, and industry experts through networks that we
joined to help with this process (Ayllu Map, MakeSense, SOCAP). Our
interviewees represented prominent thought-leaders and pioneer companies,
and we selected experts to speak with based on their experience helping
build the social capital market infrastructure.
To collect information on which due diligence tools investors are using
(and in what ways) and what unmet needs they have with respect to
sustainability analyses, we conducted 20 semi-structured interviews with
impact investors and industry experts. We chose investors and experts who
are well-known as being pioneers in the field, as they would have the most
developed due diligence processes. The interviews were conducted using
Skype, and were then transcribed.
To collect information on which metrics social enterprises are tracking,
how they respond to investor demands, what unmet needs they have with
reporting standards and sustainability, we conducted 20 interviews with
social entrepreneurs and social enterprise experts. We chose entrepreneurs
who were running companies that were successful enough to be considering
investment or to have already received investment. These interviews were
also conducted using Skype, and were then transcribed. See Appendix C for
a complete list of interviewee companies, and Appendix D for a complete
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list of interview questions.
We manually coded the interview transcripts to make it easier to compare
findings and insights across interviews. We then used the source material
for each conversation topic (e.g. due diligence) to inform our analysis.
2.1.2

Workshops and focus group participation

To discuss the challenges and successes of this emerging market with actors
in the space, we participated in a number of workshops, panel discussions,
and focus groups pertaining to the development of a robust impact investing
industry. These activities yielded insight from a variety of sources to further
develop our understanding of the industry and the processes of due
diligence, adding immense value of our research.

2.2

FSSD Gap Analysis

Taking the information that we gathered in our interviews, workshops, and
focus groups, we assessed the general due diligence process using the
structure of the FSSD. This involved asking questions about the due
diligence process with respect to each level of the FSSD. We used the same
structure to organize our answers, giving us a level-by-level view of the
strengths and weaknesses of the due diligence process, with respect to SSD.
This allowed us to answer our first research question, which in turn allowed
us to answer our second research question.

2.3

Tools Analyses

We then analyzed the two most prominent impact investor due-diligence
support tools: the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS) and
the Global Impact Investment Rating System (GIIRS). We chose these tools
because they are designed (and well positioned) to become the industry
standard tools. According to the recently published JP Morgan and
Rockefeller Foundation report, Impact Investments: An emerging asset
class, GIIRS and IRIS are the most prominent (if not only) industry wide
taxonomy and rating system currently available to all impact investors (J.P.
Morgan 2010). The tools analysis process consisted of 4 steps, displayed in
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Tools analyses flow
2.3.1

Step 1: IRIS and GIIRS 5LF Analyses

First we examined the IRIS taxonomy and GIIRS (separately) through the 5
Level Framework (5LF) to determine the purpose of each of these impact
investor due diligence support tools (see Results: IRIS 5LF Analysis and
Results: GIIRS 5LF Analysis).
2.3.2

Step 2: IRIS and GIIRS FSSD Analyses

We then examined IRIS and GIIRS through the FSSD to understand how
each of these tools (taken independently) contributes to strategic sustainable
development at the following levels: System, Success, Strategic, Action and
Tool. This FSSD analyses revealed the tools‘ contributions and blind spots
at each level.
2.3.3

Step 3: Ideal Models

We created an ideal model of each tool in order to have a vision to work
towards when completing the Gap Analyses in Step 4. We did this by
asking ourselves guiding questions at each level of the FSSD, and
envisioning how a ―perfect‖ version of each tool would look, if contributing
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completely to a strategic transition to a sustainable society.
2.3.4

Step 4: Specific Gaps

The guiding questions and focus areas of the detailed Gap Analyses were
built using the findings of the Steps 1, 2, and 3. These analyses focused on
finding the specific gaps in each of these due diligence support tools that, if
filled, would take them from their current state and their ideal state, in
regards to SSD. As the tools have markedly different roles in the due
diligence process (see Results: Culminating results from Tools Analyses
Steps 1, 2, and 3) the Gap Analyses followed slightly different processes
within this 2 Phase analysis.
Phase 1: All metrics in the IRIS taxonomy and questions in the GIIRS
Impact Assessment were coded in regard to several elements of SSD and
grouped by which SSD aspect they pertained to. See Results: Culminating
results from Tools Analyses Steps 1, 2, and 3 for the explanation of the SSD
elements that we chose to focus on for each tool. This process was the first
step in determining how well the current IRIS taxonomy and GIIRS Impact
Assessment enable users to enhance the sustainability of their decisions and
actions through the use of these tools.

Table 2.1 Questions assessment
SSD
Element

What Metric/Question Reports

Tool coded with
this element

SP1

Question reports on ecological sustainability
issues captured in SP1.

IRIS and GIIRS

SP2

Question reports on ecological sustainability
issues captured in SP2

IRIS and GIIRS

SP3

Question reports on ecological sustainability
issues captured in SP3

IRIS and GIIRS
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Question reports on social sustainability issues
captured in SP4

IRIS and GIIRS

Company
Goals and
Vision

Question reports on the company‘s goals and
vision

IRIS and GIIRS

Irrelevant

Reports on an issue that is NOT relevant to
sustainability.

IRIS and GIIRS

Strategic
Guidelines/P
lanning

Question introduces strategic guideline
concepts/or has the capacity to incorporate
concepts such concepts (ie Backcasting and
the Three Prioritization Questions)

GIIRS

SP4

Phase 2: A series of questions (see below) were then asked in regard to
each grouping of metrics/questions determined in Phase 1. These guiding
questions enabled us to go further in depth and determine the specific gaps
within each of the tools‘ contributions to strategic sustainable development.
Guiding Questions: IRIS
Questions for IRIS Gap Analysis: SP1
1. Are there IRIS metrics that ask about use of fossil fuels? Do these
metrics (taken together) sufficiently explain that in a sustainable society,
nature is not subject to systematically increasing concentrations of
substances (such as fossil fuels) extracted from the Earth's crust ?
2. Are there IRIS metrics that ask about the use of mined materials
(minerals and metals) Do these metrics (taken together) sufficiently explain
that in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing concentrations of substances (such as mined metals and
minerals) extracted from the Earth's crust?4
Mining can still take place in a sustainable society by replacing mining
of scare minerals and metals with those abundant in nature as well as by
using closed loop processes (Broman, Holmberg and Robèrt 2000).
4
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3. Are there additional IRIS metrics that capture the organization‘s use of
materials extracted from the earth‘s crust? Do these metrics (taken together)
sufficiently explain that in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing concentrations of substances (such as fossil fuels)
extracted from the Earth's crust?
Questions for IRIS Gap Analysis: SP2
1. Are there IRIS metrics asking about use of persistent and non-degradable
chemicals and compounds? Do these questions (taken together) sufficiently
explain that in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing concentrations of substances (such as man-made chemicals and
materials) produced by society (Ny et al. 2006)?
2. Are there IRIS metrics asking about use of natural chemicals and
compounds? Do these metrics (taken together) sufficiently explain that in a
sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing
concentrations of substances even if they are naturally occurring (ie
methane)?
Questions for IRIS Gap Analysis: SP3
1. Are there IRIS metrics asking about use of physical ecosystems by the
organization? Such ‗use of physical ecosystems‘ includes use of harvested
materials (ie wood or crops), use of water, use of land (for growing,
transport, building). Do these questions (taken together) sufficiently explain
that in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically
increasing degradation by physical means (Ny et al. 2006)?
2. Are there IRIS metrics asking about measures taken to ensure productive
and efficient use of natural resources, in order to support the system
condition that in a sustainable society, nature is not subject to
systematically increasing degradation by physical means (Ny et al. 2006)?
Questions for IRIS Gap Analysis: SP4
As this tool is aimed predominantly at helping organizations communicate
their social impact, there are a number of metrics that pertain to SP4 (a
sample of these metrics is available in Results: IRIS Gap Analysis – Phase
1). As there are an infinite amount of positive contributions that could be
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asked in regard to this Sustainability Principle, we suggest that instead of
looking for ‗gaps‘ we ask:
1. Are there existing metrics that capture aspects of SP4 but could
possibly contain the complete SP4 definition: ―In a sustainable society,
people are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their
capacity to meet their own needs‖ (Ny et al. 2006)?
Questions for IRIS Gap Analysis: Vision and Goals
1. Are there metrics asking about the company‘s vision and goals. If so, do
these metrics (when taken together) enable users to be able to communicate
the vision and goals of their organization within the constraints of the
4SPs?
Guiding Questions: GIIRS
The same series of questions that were asked in the IRIS Gap Analysis
Phase 2, were also used for the GIIRS Gap Analysis. Slight alterations were
made to the questions asked in regard to SP4 (see below). An additional set
of questions were also added that pertain to strategic planning. See Results:
Culminating results from Tools Analyses Steps 1, 2, and 3 that guided the
Step 4 Gap Analysis, for further explanation.
Altered/additional Questions
As GIIRS is created to rate the impact of primarily socially oriented
organizations, there are a number of metrics that pertain to SP4. Some that
we highlighted in our initial analysis are listed in Appendix F.
Questions for GIIRS Gap Analysis: SP4
As there are an infinite amount of positive actions that organizations could
take to ‗reduce barriers to people meeting their own needs‘ and as GIIRS
has already captured many major aspects of SP4 in its survey (e.g. livable
wage, minority and female inclusion, avenues for employee,
customer/client feedback) that there should be additional anecdotal SP4
question(s) asked in the survey. Responses to these questions would not be
weighted (as they are qualitative), but the question(s) would serve to
reaffirm this Sustainability Principle for the investors and investees
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completing the GIIRS survey. The questions were:
• In a sustainable society, people are not subject to conditions that
systematically undermine their capacity to meet their needs (Ny et al.
2006). Explain how your organization works to ensure that its
operations/products and services do systematically undermine people‘s
capacities to meet their needs?
• If there are elements of your operations that do systematically undermine
people‘s capacities to meet their needs, explain how you are managing
these elements?
1. Are there existing questions that could possibly contain the SP4 prompt
questions written above?
Questions for GIIRS Gap Analysis: Strategic Guidelines:
As established in the GIIRS FSSD Analysis, backcasting and the three
prioritization questions are not introduced as strategic planning tools in the
current version of the GIIRS Impact Assessment. As a result, we asked the
following question:
1. Are there any GIIRS questions that would be appropriate options for
embedding the concepts of backcasting and the three prioritization
questions into the assessment?
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2.4

Summary of Methods
Table 2.2 Summary of methods
Method

2.5

RQ1

RQ2

Document content
analysis

X

Semi-structured
interviews

X

X

Workshops and focus
group participation

X

X

FSSD Analysis

X

X

Tools analyses

X

X

Triangulation

We were able to use the interview data, workshop participation, and tools
analyses to triangulate the state of investor understanding of sustainability,
and related unmet needs in their due diligence processes.

2.6

Recommendations

Based on the data that we collected and the information that surfaced as we
pieced together answers to our research questions we created a list of
recommendations to the organizations that offer IRIS and GIIRS, as well as
content suggestions for an investor toolkit. All of our recommendations, as
well as the toolkit content suggestions were developed with respect to the
conceptual framework laid out by the FSSD.

2.7

Expected Results

We expected to find that:
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Impact investors would be interested in sustainability, but lack an
understanding of the ecological dimensions it entails;



Tools analyses would reveal considerable gaps in the due diligence
support tools, from the standpoint of SSD.



Social enterprises would be largely unconcerned with socioecological sustainability, as their attention is focused on social
impact and remaining financially viable.

We envisioned an investor due diligence toolkit, developed using the
FSSD, to help impact investors assess their portfolios and pipeline
investments. Such a toolkit could govern the use of existing due diligence
support tools such as IRIS and GIIRS in helping investors in conducting
strategic sustainability analyses as part of their due diligence. It might also
be designed to help investment recipients (i.e. social enterprises) make
good use of the data they collect and report, as the current indicators of
interest to investors provide essentially no guidance or useful strategic
implications for the organizations measuring them. We intend for this
research to result in material content that could be used to create such an
investor toolkit.
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3
3.1
3.1.1

Results
Semi-Structured Interviews
Impact investors

Interviewed impact investors represent, altogether, a ready-to-invest total of
US$522,000,000. Combined, they intend to tackle a wide array of social
and environmental issues, such as ―alleviation of human suffering,‖ ―water,
health, and energy,‖ and ―debt and equity-like finance to help charities and
social enterprises deliver on their missions." Most of them (67%) focus
exclusively on emerging markets with fewer (16%) focusing on developed
countries or making no distinction based on geography (17%). Half of them
do not have any specific definition for the term ‗sustainability‘, although
many said that it is somehow embedded into their work. Only one of the
investors could describe a sound definition for sustainability that they use,
comprised of three dimensions (social, economic and environmental).
Specific questions were asked in order to sufficiently understand the flow
of their due diligence practices. We also asked for details about the flow of
information back and forth between the investors and their potential
investees. The answers were then analyzed and clustered into six main
stages to show a general picture of the process and to determine how
variant this process is from one investor to another. The process is depicted
in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1 General impact investor due diligence process
1. Application acceptance – Represents the moment that an application
form is received to then be analyzed. At this point, in some cases,
there might have been some previous support from the investor to
the social enterprise, on writing the application.
2. Case Review – Involves the preliminary analysis of the particular
enterprise. It may include the SWOT analysis, Theory of Change5
analysis, High-level market/region assessments.
3. Business Plan Facts and Figures (actual + projected) – At this stage,
investors ask for information about the plans that will justify the
5

The Theory of Change is the organization‘s unique understanding of how
a given social or environmental challenge can be addressed effectively, either through
technological intervention, market mechanisms, policy or advocacy, or some combination
of the above.
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investment. This might be an expansion plan, a new venture, a
specific project, or a plan for scaling to other markets.
4. Full Scale Model Analysis – A critical analysis on the business and
its additional elements. It includes assessing the market, the social
needs/issues involved, the prospects of impact (on a broader scale)
and financial viability.
5. Investment Deal – Contract signature.
6. Post Investment Monitoring & Guidance – Ongoing performance
reporting. It often includes the investor having an active voice in
board decisions. Specific metrics originated in the stages 2, 3, and 4
may be tracked on a regular basis from this stage on.
It is frequent among early-stage investors to require several contractual
conditions be met before the investment funds are given. That said, for this
research, it is necessary to a) investigate if there are similar practices within
impact investor companies, and b) to what extent those conditions could
affect the operations of the investees and, further, their performance over
time. Thus, we asked about common contractual closing conditions that
were imposed to potential investees. We found that these conditions are
tailored to each individual investment case, but a few common measures
stood out:
1. The definition of milestones and attendant action plans;
2. The hiring of capable management to execute the agreed-upon business
plan;
3. Participation in various board decisions, mostly strategic, human
resources, and budget related.
The previous question uncovered a frequently observed concern among the
impact investors, which is the frustration with the management team and/or
culture of a potential investee. The lack of monitoring/tracking structures
was also mentioned. A particularly interesting finding is the fact that, due to
the lack of basic elements of management, the funders many times (48%)
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help their applicant prepare for the due diligence.
83% of our investors were familiar with both IRIS and GIIRS. We found a
100% correlation between investor awareness of these two tools; no
investor was aware of one but not the other. 40% of the investors use these
tools in their due-diligence and reporting processes. The main reasons that
investors have not adopted IRIS were 1) its use of general metrics – as
opposed to region- or issue-specific metrics, and 2) it is geared towards the
international development arena, which may imply that developed markets
(unlike BOP) are not suitable for its propositions. As for GIIRS, the main
concern highlighted was the fact that the ranking is based on the act of
reporting, not on the performance itself, which can be misleading in terms
of actually measuring if businesses are solving the issues that they are
committed to solve.
Half of the investors declared having had investee(s) that were affected
positively by environmental regulations, awards, cost reducing initiatives,
or efficiency programs. None of them reported having had investees
negatively affected by environmental regulation. Nevertheless, 100% of
investors recognize that being mindful of environmental concerns may lead
to increased financial returns. According to them, the main reasons for this
were: 1) environmentally friendly behavior often brings associated
qualitative improvements for the businesses, which can be translated into a
more responsible management; 2) especially in the energy industry, where
carbon credits are a revenue stream; and 3) gains in reputation that can be
translated into larger sales or appeals to investors.
3.1.2

Social enterprises

We interviewed social enterprises with operations in 11 different countries,
with various missions and focus issues. Some of these missions were very
specific (e.g. ―curing the most spread genetic disease in the world –
Thalassemia‖) and others were meant to be broad (e.g. ―Renewable energy
products for BOP‖). Our social enterprises interviewees have been funded
either by angel investors, investment funds, publicly held institutions, or
private equity banks. In order for them to be qualified to participate in an
interview, at least some portion of their investments received to date had to
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come from impact investors6. None of the social enterprises claimed to
have a specific definition of sustainability.
Most social enterprises did not have any structured (describable/replicable)
processes by which they seek for funding. However, they do have common
practices to do so, being mostly dependent upon ―intense networking‖ – as
said by one of our interviewees – including approaching investors, sending
letters to donors, and participating in related events. 62% of the enterprises
could show at least a few metrics that they track and report on, but only
25% seemed to have a solid pool of indicators and a strong methodology
for measuring. The remaining 38% said that they recognize the extreme
importance of it and will be developing them as soon as possible. 25% of
the interviewed social enterprises have heard about IRIS, but none of these
had ever used it, though they stated that they are planning to start using it
soon. 12% of the interviewed social enterprises have heard about GIIRS,
but none of these have ever used it (i.e. been rated), claiming that they
haven‘t had time to dig deeper into its methods.
None of the enterprises claimed to have had negative impacts because of
environmental concerns so far. 25% would say that they have had positive
impacts, either due to positive image gains or more efficient production
processes. However, the same 25% said having negative financial results in
the short term with ‗environmental friendly‘ initiatives that they have
undertaken, but they are ―likely to show their financial benefits over time.‖
They also say that they think making their operations more sustainable
would drive up their product pricing. For those working in low-income
markets (and backed by financial-first investors), this may mean that they
see moves towards sustainability as being very difficult. All of the
interviewees said that ―social impact‖ is more important to them than
―environmental impact,‖ as Likert scale questions were asked about each.
It is interesting to note that more than half of these enterprises said that they
do ―go above and beyond environmental regulation‖ despite there not being
solid (and fully functional) regulatory frameworks to address environmental

6

As previously defined in this paper.
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issues (especially when considering service-oriented enterprises) in many
of the countries in which they work.

3.2

Workshops and Focus Group Participation

After talking to over 80 stakeholders (impact investors and social
enterprises), we outlined existing unmet needs in the industry:





3.3
3.3.1

A consensus definition of the word sustainability.
A shared mental model for how to approach sustainability.
Guidance on how to conduct robust sustainability analyses on
potential investments.
Familiarity with data supporting the business case for considering
sustainability in early stage investments.

FSSD Analysis
Research Question 1

What gaps does an FSSD analysis reveal in the due diligence process?
Systems-level gap(s): The system under consideration in our research was
the due diligence process, within the impact investing industry, within
society, within the biosphere (see Figure 3.2). We must recognize the
overall principles and limits (ecological and social) of the greater system
that the impact investing industry operates within.
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Figure 3.2 Impact investing industry
The primary due diligence gap that the FSSD reveals at the systems level is
lack of context; investors do not appear to invest and do business with an
awareness that their portfolios are comprised of organizations that exist in a
society that is systematically undermining the ecological and social systems
upon which it depends. From a strategic perspective of value-creation (both
financial and non-financial), this is a considerable oversight.
The due diligence process does acknowledge the system of actors and their
attendant priorities, philosophies, and challenges: investors, investee
[social] enterprises (and the social entrepreneurs that run them), and market
intermediaries (e.g. investment advisors). The process makes use of data,
both traditional financial performance and, increasingly, non-financial
metrics such as those outlined in the IRIS taxonomy. Certain investors have
even developed highly structured due diligence sub-processes to bring rigor
to an otherwise largely qualitative investment paradigm
Success-level gap(s): There are two fundamental gaps in impact due
diligence, at the ―success‖ level of the FSSD. The first is that there is no
underlying (explicit or implicit) vision for successful investments that
include a transition to (or promotion of) a sustainable global society. The
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second is that there is no industry-wide definition of sustainability that is
science-based and concrete, thus useful for operational decision-making
when it comes to investment portfolios.
To some extent, there is a general acknowledgement that the impact
investing industry can play a role in sustainable development, particularly
from an economic development standpoint. It can even be said that the
overall mission of industry proponents is to promote a new investment
paradigm that is in line with the goals of strategic sustainable development.
In this sense, non-financial impact goals of investors can be considered
indicators of progress on the way to a sustainable society. We found that
many investors are aware of the environmental dimensions of their work.
This manifests as environmental mission statements, or the tracking of
specific environmental metrics on the part of social enterprises who are
responding to investor requests. There are also elements of socio-ecological
sustainability that are covered in the industry-wide due diligence support
tools. However, our tools analysis also revealed that there are significant
unintended gaps, particularly in the GIIRS tool (see Results: GIIRS Gap
Analysis). Though we do recognize that there may be proprietary due
diligence processes that we did not uncover in our research that use a
concrete, science-based definition of sustainability, we believe that is
extremely unlikely, given the responses we heard in our expert interviews
and semi-structured interviews.
From an investee standpoint, consensus around defining sustainability is
also absent; not a single social enterprise we interviewed defined the
sustainability of their operations using the four Sustainability Principles (or
anything like them).
Strategic-level gap(s): Existing due diligence processes are designed to
help investors determine which investments to make in order to increase
portfolio performance (financial, non-financial, or both) over time. They
are not designed to help an investor transition their portfolio toward full
sustainability, even though this is, arguably, one of the only long-term
strategies that will give rise to consistent increased returns. In this way, it
can be said that from a strategic standpoint, the due diligence process
suffers from a series of gaps, the first of which is a core weakness: it is
currently unable to help investors prioritize actions/investments to
transition their portfolios towards sustainability (and thus safeguarded
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future returns).
The second gap/weakness at this level is the nature of the information that
the due diligence process seeks to uncover, especially through the use of
tools like GIIRS; much of the information is static or out of context. For
example, the GIIRS survey asking how many tons of CO2 equivalent in
emissions a company emits is relatively unhelpful to know, without
knowing what past emissions were, what future emissions are projected to
be, and in the context of knowing the scale of the emissions (i.e. is 4 tons of
CO2 emissions per year a massive amount? Is it a miniscule amount?). In
this sense, there is not sufficient emphasis placed on metrics over time,
which is related to a lack of emphasis put on planning and strategic
transition within companies. A company that emits 15 tons of CO2 this year
but has a plan to become emissions-neutral in ten years is a better
investment than a company that emits 5 tons of CO2 this year but has no
plan for reductions, and whose business plan indicates that their emissions
will grow by 30% for the next 10 years.
The third gap is that the due diligence process does not require investors to
backcast from any principle-level definition of success (involving
sustainability of otherwise), beyond the most basic notion of making
increased returns.
The fourth gap involves action prioritization. The FSSD calls for a series of
prioritizing questions at the strategic level, so users can be certain that their
decision-making is taking place in the context of their pre-determined
future goals. Impact due diligence, like traditional due diligence, does not
have a set of sustainability-oriented questions that guide (or even inform)
investment decision-making. It is not essential that the due diligence
process include the same basic prioritization questions that the FSSD asks
at the strategic-level; investment-specific derivative forms of these
questions would also be acceptable.
The Global Impact Investing Rating System (GIIRS) is designed to inform
the strategic considerations of impact investors by offering weighted
information about investee operations, impact (social/environmental), and
corporate governance. However, GIIRS does not include any consideration
of the concept of backcasting, or prioritization of actions (on either that part
of investors or investee businesses) to reach full operational sustainability,
as defined by the SPs.
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The primary aim of the GIIRS tool is to standardize certain types of data
about investee companies (as opposed to guiding investor behavior).
However, it‘s the lack of emphasis on action prioritization is a weakness;
the tool could be improved in usefulness if this emphasis was included.
Were did not identify any industry-wide due diligence support tools that
offer strategic guidance towards achieving a more sustainable social
investment market. Therefore, certain alterations to the questions in GIIRS
could offer the first industry-wide and publicly accessible set of strategic
guidelines for this purpose. For this reason, we chose to submit
recommendations to the GIIRS team for including new questions in the
GIIRS survey tool (see 4.5.1 GIIRS recommendations).
Actions-level gap(s): The due diligence process ostensibly leads to a
decision to invest or not to invest, based on financial and non-financial
return projections and risk assessment(s). Aside from the action of
investing, the process does not generate or otherwise inform any
operational or management actions aimed at transitioning the portfolio
towards sustainability. It does, however, allow for nuanced closing terms,
which may determine the extent to which an investor maintains control over
the operations of its investees. For example, Bamboo Finance regularly
takes a seat on the executive boards of its investees, including operational
veto privileges, as one of the terms of their investment. The due diligence
process also tends to focus on assessing potential investments, as opposed
to proactively identifying investment opportunities that may help move the
portfolio toward sustainability.
Tools-level gap(s): Current due diligence support tools do inform investors
and social enterprises of other sustainability tools (For example, GIIRS
suggests that users can also employ: Life Cycle Assessment, Environmental
Management Systems (EMS), Cradle-to-Cradle certification, Fair Trade
certification, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified, GreenSeal,
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certified, USDA Organic, CAFE,
Rainforest Alliance and others (GIIRS 2011). This said, the support tools
analyzed do not offer significant guidance of how to incorporate these other
tools into social enterprises‘ operations or investors‘ decision making
processes to help them transition their portfolios towards sustainability.
We have discussed elsewhere the specific additions to IRIS and GIIRS that
would need to take place for them to become more relevant to
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sustainability analyses.
3.3.2

Research Question 2

What analytic elements should be included in the due diligence process
to allow investors to conduct comprehensive sustainability analyses?
In order to answer this question, we took the gaps we identified in RQ1 and
determined what would be necessary to fill them at each level. We
combined these conclusions with responses we heard from experts and
interviewees to determine what would need to be included to give investors
the ability to conduct valuable comprehensive sustainability analyses.
Systems-level inclusion(s): Impact investors are not operating with shared
mental models about the nature of global sustainability; they lack a shared
understanding of the overall system in which they are operating (i.e.
making investments). This system – the interlocking network of
communities, cultures, and economies affected by their investments, and
relying on Earth‘s natural systems – is a fundamental factor in the
likelihood of a given investment strategy or set of strategies to be
successful. In other words, it is impossible to optimize risk and return
without having an accurate understand of the underlying system. And,
consequently translates that for impact investors to increase the
effectiveness of their investment strategies, and thus their portfolios‘
financial and non-financial performance, they must have an understanding
of the underlying system: the economy, within society, within the
biosphere, and that that the necessary inclusion at the Systems-level is a
shared understanding of these nested systems, along with a visual
explanation of the sustainability challenge.
Success-level inclusion(s): The main gap at the Success-level is the lack of
a consensus definition of sustainability that actually helps guide decisionmaking; most firms do not have a definition of sustainability that helps
them decide which actions to take, or what goal they are heading towards.
A common symptom of this problem is organizations having sustainability
programs that are aimed towards ―doing less bad,‖ which is simply not
sufficient if human society is going to overcome its sustainability challenge.
Thus, the necessary inclusion at the Success-level should be the [peer41

reviewed] science-based, concrete definition of sustainability: the four
Sustainability Principles that were developed as part of the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development. This includes an overt message that a
sustainable human society, perhaps among other things, is a common goal
that forward-thinking organizations share.
Strategic-level inclusion(s): The two gaps at this level were: 1) an implicit
reliance on forecasting for strategic planning, and 2) a lack of guiding
questions to help investors determine if they are on track toward full
[portfolio] compliance with the Sustainability Principles.
Thus the two necessary inclusions at the Strategic-level are:



The concept of backcasting from a principle-level vision of success
(i.e. compliance with Sustainability Principles);
A set of investment-specific guiding questions that are derived from
those used in the FSSD:
1) Does this investment move the portfolio and/or a specific
community/economy in the direction of full sustainability, as
defined by the Sustainability Principles?
2) Does the investee technology/innovation open doors for
future innovation that helps move society or a specific
community toward sustainability?
3) Does this investment have a sufficient ROI (financial and
non-financial) to justify making the transaction?

Actions-level inclusion(s): As the purpose of the due diligence process is to
make a yes/no decision on a certain investment action, there need not be
further inclusions at the Actions level. The FSSD analysis revealed gaps in
the first three levels. When these gaps are filled, the due diligence process
will be fully in line with the concepts of SSD, which will in turn lead to
investment actions (Actions level) that are in line with SSD.
Tools-level inclusion(s): Current due diligence support tools do inform
investors and social enterprises of other sustainability tools (For example,
GIIRS suggests that users can also employ: Life Cycle Assessment,
Environmental
Management
Systems
(EMS),
Cradle-to-Cradle
certification, Fair Trade certification, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified,
GreenSeal,
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
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certified, USDA Organic, CAFE, Rainforest Alliance and others (GIIRS
2011). This said, the support tools analyzed do not offer significant
guidance of how to incorporate these other tools into social enterprises‘
operations or investors‘ decision making processes to help them transition
their portfolios towards sustainability.
Ideally, an investor toolkit that guides a sustainability-focused due
diligence process would be created (see 4.5.3 Investor “toolkit” creation).

3.4

Tools Analyses

3.4.1

Step 1 – 5LF Results

The following sections offer the IRIS and GIIRS 5 Level Framework
Analyses Results. Guiding questions that led to these results are in
Appendices E and F.

3.4.1.1

IRIS 5LF Results:

System Level : IRIS provides a common language for the impact investing
industry (the system) to discuss and express social and environmental
impact, through the availability of a voluntary-adoption consensus
taxonomy of indicators. In this way, IRIS facilitates the quantifying of any
company that adopts its reporting standards, and the industry in general (as
more and more companies adopt it). This information can eventually help
policy-makers and business leaders understand the nature of social and
environmental impact, and thus how to optimize it (i.e. increased positive
impacts, decreased negative impact). IRIS makes the following
assumptions: 1) There is incentive for companies to measure impact, 2)
Standardization of metrics is necessary for the impact investing industry to
reach its full potential, 3) There is a tension between what information
investors need and what information companies track, 4) "That blended
value" can be surfaced in companies by tracking certain indicators.
Success Level : IRIS' definition of success is to have more capital flowing
into the impact investing industry, by virtue of having a more structured
market, part of which means having a consensus taxonomy for impact
measurements. IRIS clearly states what it is intended for, what it is not
intended for, and how to use it. For the actors of the IRIS system (as stated
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above) IRIS addresses 'success' as it allows these actors to be able to fully
express the non-financial value and impacts of their investments, and
having an established way to compare performance between investments. It
is important to note, however that, while a user may "successfully" adopt
IRIS, but then not see any tangible benefit (e.g. increased investment)
because of it; its success definition is tautological in this respect.
Strategic Level : Though IRIS does include step-by-step instructions for
how to strategically (i.e. beneficially) adopt the reporting standards that it
recommends, it does not provide a decision-making framework for
organizations adopting it to use. It does not, for example, give guidance on
how to use the specific indicator measurements in company or portfolio
management; it simply defines what the consensus definition of each
indicator is, to ensure that everyone using IRIS is measuring the same
thing. It does not dictate what roles within companies should be involved in
deciding to adopt/use IRIS, though testimonials on the site imply that
getting company-wide buy-in is recommended.
Actions Level : IRIS implicitly suggests that users measure certain
indicators (or a certain subset of the total amount), and this can be
considered an action that informs decision-making. It does not, however,
explain how to measure each indicator. This means that the manner of
measurement is still up to the individual users.
Tools Level : Though IRIS does display a partnership with GIIRS and
Pulse, it does not overtly recommend that users also use them, nor does it
overtly require any other due diligence tool be used to make it effective. It
is likely, however, that users adopting IRIS would need to employ certain
other tools in order to actually measure some of the various indicators in the
taxonomy.

3.4.1.2

GIIRS 5LF Results

System Level : GIIRS is a third-party impact rating system that is publicly
available online at www.giirs.org. GIIRS scores companies (or funds)
according to their answers to a series of social and environmental impact
related questions that make up the online GIIRS Impact Assessment.
Questions in this assessment range from basic operational information to
social and environmental impact information. Once scored (as a result of
their answers to the assessment questions) a company's social
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and environmental impact can then be compared to the impact of other
companies who have completed the GIIRS Impact Assessment. Third-party
audits are also offered by GIIRS to companies who have completed the
Impact Assessment, to add additional value to the rating. Through its
creation of a standardized rating system (with external audit option) GIIRS
informs investor decision-making (due diligence) and contributes to the
'infrastructure' of the impact investing industry. The GIIRS Impact
Assessment draws in part on the IRIS taxonomy, so as to establish
consensus and regularity about the indicators that it uses to rank companies.
In short, the GIIRS ratings help describe the impact investing system by
enabling credible comparisons (both across companies and funds, and over
time). Actors within the GIIRS system include: (for the survey) Direct
Investors, Investors in Funds, and Companies being rated. Additional actors
that are included in the third-part auditing aspect of GIIRS are External
Third-Party Auditors.
Success Level : GIIRS' purpose is to provide both the company and
investor with a standardized rating of the company's current environmental
and social impact performance for comparative use.
GIIRS aims to (in the near future) also offer a ―Fund Target Rating product
to assist fund managers in their fundraising process and a Track Record
Report at the end of their fund cycle to assist in raising a follow-on fund‖
(GIIRS 2011).
As stated by GIIRS, their rating system is ―In order to scale the impact
investing marketplace, investors require an independent third-party impact
ratings product that is comparable, transparent, and easy to use. GIIRS is a
ratings agency that provides comparable and transparent social and
environmental performance data on enterprises seeking investment capital‖
(GIIRS 2011).
Strategic Level : GIIRS does not provide a decision-making framework for
any of its user groups. It does, however, imply certain priorities for
decision-making. For example, for Direct Investors it implies that verified,
standardized impact measurements should be used to compare potential
investments, ostensibly to identify which investments have the highest
impact. For Fund Investors it implies that funds should be managed to
maximize financial return alongside impact, and thus that over time, funds
with higher impact will attract more investors. For companies it implies
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that companies should track and manage their impact, ostensibly to increase
it over time. GIIRS does not provide any guidance on how to prioritize
actions for its users.
Actions Level : GIIRS provides a high level step-by-step guide in order to
go through the whole impact rating process.
Tools Level : In the Impact Assessment, GIIRS uses many impact
definitions that have been established by the IRIS taxonomy. For example,
in survey question EN3.2 – ―Does your company have a written policy to
recycle/reduce/compost/reuse materials and supplies at your company's
facilities?‖ GIIRS defines 'recycle' as follows ―IRIS definition for
Recycling: The reprocessing of materials into new products, which
generally prevents the waste of potentially useful materials, reduces the
consumption of raw materials, lowers energy usage, and decreases
greenhouse gas emissions compared to virgin production.‖ In addition, the
Impact Assessment has the same questions as the B Impact Assessment, the
tool used to certify B Corporations. This means that any companies
acquiring a GIIRS rating may choose to become a B Corp if they score high
enough (80 out of 200). GIIRS does not require the use of other tools, but
the Impact Assessment does suggest the use of tools including Life Cycle
Assessment, Environmental Management Systems (EMS), Cradle-to-Cradle
certification, Fair Trade certification, Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified, GreenSeal, Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certified, USDA
Organic, CAFE, Rainforest Alliance and others.
3.4.2

Step 2 – FSSD Results

The following sections explain the IRIS and GIIRS FSSD Analyses
Results. Guiding questions that led to the responses in these tables can be
found in Appendices E and F.

3.4.2.1

IRIS FSSD Results

System Level: IRIS offers a common language to understand and discuss
elements of "impact" in the impact investing system - specifically,
consensus definitions for financial and non-financial impact measurements.
The tool informs both active and passive users about non-financial
performance indicators (passive users are individuals or orgs that derive
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benefit from other organizations (e.g. funds) using the IRIS taxonomy, but
don't directly interact with the tool themselves). It includes the assumption
that social and environmental indicators are worth measuring, are able to be
measured, and that the metrics included are adequate and accurate measures
of impact. The tool entails a list of categorically-separated impact
indicators, that users can choose amongst to measure.
Design Limitations: The tool is not meant to be prescriptive, so it should
not be assumed that a company "should" track all of the IRIS indicators.
This means that it can't be used for guidance about how to
increase/decrease or otherwise manage any of the indicators/impact that it
allows users to express.
Success Level: IRIS' definition of success is to "increase the value of nonfinancial data," (and to increase the user base) but it is not clearly defined
how it will determine when it is successful. IRIS defines success for each of
its user groups as being, essentially, the correct adoption [e.g. companywide buy-in] of the IRIS standards; there is no further definition of success
for its users, other than the intent to help them quantify their non-financial
value. IRIS does not state that global sustainability is part its goal, though
the ends that it promotes (measurable social and environmental value) are
in line with movement towards global sustainability. At present IRIS'
success definition does not include compliance with the SPs. A user could
adopt IRIS and not move closer to compliance with the SPs; adoption of
IRIS does not automatically/causally move users towards compliance.
Strategic Level: IRIS does not offer further information towards
prioritizing strategic moves as this is not its purpose. If IRIS provided such
guidelines it would no longer be an objective taxonomy. It does, however,
enable users to develop strategic moves (by virtue of having more
information).
Actions Level: Other than the measurement guidelines that IRIS offers,
IRIS can only enable and influence actions towards sustainability, but does
not dictate them.

3.4.2.2

GIIRS FSSD Results

System Level: GIIRS offers information about companies/funds' social and
environmental impact (individually and in relation to each other), which
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could be used as a proxy for assessing their relative contributions to
violations of the SPs, but the tool itself does not inform users about the
sustainability challenge. The GIIRS map of the investments (available at
www.giirs.org) provides information about the flow of impact capital
around the world.
The GIIRS Impact Assessment does not cover all of the dimensions of
sustainability (for example, it would not be able to offer personalized
actions for each user of how they might move toward more sustainable
futures). Further, the impact assessment builds a perception among impact
investors and social enterprises that measuring the mainstream
environmental indicators (such as CO2 emissions) gives a sufficient notion
of their environmental performance. Limitations of GIIRS: GIIRS cannot
be used to directly define management strategy; it does not help users
understand how to increase ratings scores over time. GIIRS includes the
assumption that social and environmental indicators are worth measuring,
are able to be measured, and that the metrics included are adequate and
accurate measures of impact.
Success Level: GIIRS does not overtly state a concrete (attainable)
definition of success for any user group. In the GIIRS Impact Assessment
questions there is mention of 'sustainability (QEN2.1) however the
questions never clearly define 'sustainability'. There is an implication that
the closer to 100% that companies/funds score, the closer they are to
complete success in terms of their impact. The GIIRS Impact Assessment
used to rank companies/funds does not cover the full spectrum of strategic
sustainability elements as outlined in the FSSD (for example, the SPs,
strategic guidelines etc), making it currently impossible to construct a full
sustainability assessment using the rating system. A user that is "fully
compliant" (100% rated) could still be quite far from full sustainability.
Global sustainability, though in line with the long-term goals of users, is
not stated as an end point that the tool aims for.
Strategic Level: GIIRS does not offer an overarching decision-making
framework for strategic moves towards full sustainability. There are several
questions in the Impact Assessment that highlight the importance of
planning future actions to be more 'sustainable'. For example, question
EN2.1 asks ―Is environmental sustainability integrated into the design and
production process?‖ and then gives a brief explanation of ways in which
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'sustainability' can be incorporated into the design process (however it does
not define 'sustainability'. There are also questions asking about the
company's mission, specifically the final Unique Metric Section of the
Impact Assessment. There are no questions asking users to explain their
future vision of a sustainable organization or any introduction of concepts
such as Backcasting. There are sections of the survey (such as the Unique
Metric Section) where it would be appropriate to incorporate this.
Questions asking about the use of an environmental management system
(EN1.1) and Life Cycle Assessments (EN1.2) all emphasize the importance
of having strategic planning elements, although GIIRS does not offer a
strict overarching framework for how to strategically guide actions toward
sustainability. GIIRS can inform the choice of actions for a sustainability
practitioner (e.g. identifying on the website best practices in the field as a
result of high survey ratings) but does not, at present, offer a structured way
(such as prioritization questions) that could help identify which actions to
take when working towards sustainability.
Actions Level: GIIRS does suggest actions that users can take to move
towards a more sustainable future – such as increasing their use of
renewable energy, paying all workers minimum of 'liveable' wage, reducing
transport distances, buying organic and sustainable harvested input
materials, using biodegradable packaging etc. However, GIIRS does not set
out concrete actions tailored to each user's operations and capabilities.

3.4.3

Step 3 – Ideal Models

The following sections explain the ‗Ideal‘ (in regard to SSD) versions of
both IRIS and GIIRS. These versions are explained through the FSSD
levels.

3.4.3.1

IRIS Ideal Model

System: The ideal taxonomy tool would include a conceptualization of the
economy nested in society nested in the biosphere, and the basic principles
of natural systems that underpin the importance of starting to track
environmental and social impact indicators. The introductory page of the
IRIS Taxonomy would be an appropriate place to introduce a 'whole49

systems' perspective to IRIS. It would be useful to have, on this page and
the IRIS website, a diagram with explanation that lays out the context of
IRIS, within the impact investing industry, within society, within the
biosphere and an explanation of how using IRIS contributes to addressing
the global sustainability challenge.
Success: The ideal taxonomy tool at the success level would include: A
grouping of indicators that, taken together, offer a clear yet concise report
of the company's contributions to sustainability (as defined by the 4
sustainability principles). The taxonomy would also require that companies
report on their vision and goals within the constraints of the SPs. In order
to motivate companies to work towards a more sustainable future, the tool
could require companies to report their current state but ask for their
envisioned future around sustainability related metrics, i.e. CO2 emission
measures would not only ask for the amount of emissions, but ask what the
company plans to do to reduce their emissions in the future.
Strategic: Not applicable
Actions: Not applicable
Tools: Not applicable

3.4.3.2

GIIRS Ideal Model

System: A conceptual model of the economy nested in society nested in the
environment (depicted on the GIIRS website), as well as an overview of the
principles of natural system flows, which underpin the importance of
environmental performance/impact and provide a basis for weighting
various indicators more heavily.
Success: A clear definition of success in regards to sustainability is
embedded both on the GIIRS host website and in the Impact Assessment.
The SPs would be embedded in the Impact Assessment making it possible
for companies to be able to use the tool to articulate and plan their vision of
success within the constraints of the SPs. The tool would require companies
being rated to explain their impact goals and vision within the constraints of
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the SPs.
Strategic: The GIIRS Impact Assessment would incorporate strategic
planning elements in a clear manner. Two strategic planning concepts that
we believe could be suitably embedded into existing GIIRS impact
assessment are those of backcasting and the Three Prioritization Questions.
Stronger emphasis on the user clearly defining their mission and vision (in
regards to a sustainable future) would also enhance the strategic qualities of
this tool.
Actions: The GIIRS website would showcase the actions that have lead
companies using the GIIRS Impact Assessment towards a more sustainable
and higher impact future. These examples could help guide other
companies.
Tools: GIIRS should continue to include and suggest external tools in its
Impact Assessment and on the website that are useful when working
towards sustainability.

3.4.3.3

Culminating Results from Steps 1, 2, and 3

IRIS
From our research, we can conclude that IRIS, at present, is the only
publicly available, industry wide taxonomy of its kind. Through Steps 1, 2
and 3 of the IRIS analysis, we have distilled that IRIS‘ purpose (unlike
other tools such as GIIRS or BACO) is not to rate companies‘ performance
or guide their behavior. Rather, it is to offer a non-prescriptive set of
standardized metrics that actors can use to communicate their impact and
then, from this, work with other tools (such as GIIRS) to rate their impact
and proceed with strategic planning towards higher impact and more
sustainable operations. For this reason, we feel strongly that IRIS should
not be assessed in the Gap Analysis in regard to its strategic capabilities,
but more in its ability to offer the necessary metrics for companies to
communicate their current sustainability success. As a result, the IRIS Gap
Analysis focuses specifically on finding the gaps in the metrics of the IRIS
taxonomy with respect to sustainability ‗success‘ as defined by the FSSD.
GIIRS
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From Steps 1-3 of the Tools Analyses we can conclude that the GIIRS
Impact Assessment can be useful in embedding principles of strategic
sustainable development into the due diligence process at many levels. The
GIIRS Recommendations section details ways in which several aspects of
GIIRS could be improved to enhance its contribution to the system, action
and tool levels of the FSSD. For the Gap Analysis, however, we focused
specifically on identifying the gaps in the GIIRS Impact Assessment‘s
capacity to effectively demonstrate to users (both investors and companies)
a) what full sustainability ‗success‘ would look like for a rated company
and b) what types of strategic guidelines should be used by companies
trying to work towards sustainability. In order to determine the gaps in the
GIIRS Impact Assessment‘s current capacity to effectively demonstrate
both a) and b), in Step 4: Phase 1 we coded questions that pertained to the
FSSD definition of ‗Success‘ (as we did with IRIS) and, in addition we
highlighted questions that pertain to Strategic Planning/Guidelines. In Step
4: Phase 2 we added a guiding question pertaining to strategic planning to
find the gaps within the GIIRS in this area.
Step 4 – Gap Analyses

3.4.4
Phase 1

The coding of IRIS metrics and GIIRS questions that took place in this
phase yielded extensive lists of metrics/questions under each grouping
category. A sample of these lists can be found in Appendix E and Appendix
F. The full lists were used to inform the answers to the guiding questions in
Phase 2. In Phase 2 the guiding questions were answered for both tools in
order to fill the gaps they currently have that separate them from their
‗ideal‘ SSD versions.
Phase 2
In Phase 2 we answered the guiding questions for each tool, in order to fill
the gaps that we identified between their current reality and their ―ideal‖
SSD versions. Our results for both IRIS and GIIRS Phase 2 analysis can be
found in Appendix G.

3.5

Recommendations
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We created a series of recommended additions to the GIIRS/B-Lab survey
and the IRIS taxonomy, Recommendation to the GIIRS/B-Lab survey will
be voted on by the GIIRS Standards Committee in late 2011.
Recommendations to the IRIS taxonomy were presented to the IRIS staff
and have been considered for the upcoming development of the taxonomy.
We were able to make recommendations for both of these tools by building
a relationship with the IRIS and GIIRS staff.
3.5.1

IRIS

We suggested the following recommendation to IRIS:
1. IRIS should embed the definitions of the four sustainability principles
and the importance of having company vision and goals that are defined
within the constraints of the SPs into the current metrics where appropriate
(see Results: IRIS Gap Analysis Phase 2 for recommendations of specific
metrics that are appropriate for such additions).
2. IRIS should give users context by offering a visual depiction of the
system. An ideal taxonomy tool would include a conceptualization of the
economy nested in society nested in the biosphere, and the basic principles
of natural systems that underpin the importance of starting to track
environmental and social impact indicators. The introductory page of the
IRIS Taxonomy would be an appropriate place to introduce a 'wholesystems' perspective to IRIS. It would be useful to have, on this page and
the IRIS website, a diagram with explanation that lays out the context of
IRIS, within the impact investing industry, within society, within the
biosphere and an explanation of how using IRIS relates to global
sustainability challenge.
3. IRIS should frame the metrics reporting within the SPs. An ideal
taxonomy tool at the success level would include: A grouping of indicators
that, taken together, offer a clear yet concise report of the company's
contributions to sustainability (as defined by the four SPs). The taxonomy
would also require that companies report on their vision and goals within
the constraints of the SPs. In order to motivate companies to work towards
sustainability, metrics could require companies to report their current state
but also ask for their envisioned future around sustainability related metrics
(e.g. CO2 emission measures would not only ask for the amount of
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emissions, but ask what the company plans to do to reduce their emissions
in the future).
3.5.2

GIIRS

We suggested the following recommendations to GIIRS:
1. In order to define the system and the sustainability challenge, the GIIRS
host website should offer an explanation of the system in which GIIRS
operates (e.g. a nested systems diagram) and the relevance of the
sustainability challenge.
2. GIIRS should embed the four sustainability principles (and the
importance of having organizational vision and goals that are defined
within the constraints of the SPs) into the current list of questions where
appropriate (see Results: GIIRS Gap Analysis Phase 2 for recommendations
of specific questions that are appropriate for such additions).
3. GIIRS should incorporate strategic planning elements into existing
questions in a clear manner (see Results: GIIRS Gap Analysis Phase 2 for
recommendations of specific questions that are appropriate for such
additions.) Two strategic planning concepts that we believe could be
suitably embedded into existing GIIRS questions are backcasting and the
three prioritization questions. Stronger emphasis on the user clearly
defining the mission and vision (with regards to sustainability) would also
enhance the strategic qualities of this tool.
4. The GIIRS website should showcase the actions that have lead
companies using the GIIRS Impact Assessment towards sustainability and
increased impact; these examples could help guide other companies.
5. GIIRS should continue to include and suggest external tools in its Impact
Assessment and on the website that are useful when working towards
sustainability.
3.5.3

Investor Toolkit

A toolkit that outlines the principles of strategic sustainable development
should be created for impact investors. This toolkit should make use of
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appropriate language (i.e. investment language) and include the following
elements:


An explanation of the sustainability challenge, and the relevance
that the impact investing industry has to a global transition to
sustainability;



A definition of sustainability that is concrete and science-based: the
four sustainability principles;



An outline and explanation of the business case for incorporating
sustainability into business operations and strategy, including
portfolio management; a demonstration of the direct link between
due diligence and portfolio composition;



An outline of how existing due diligence support tools can be paired
with other information to incorporate the principles of SSD into the
due diligence process;



A cluster of IRIS metrics, that when taken together, present a
comprehensive view of the sustainability of the reporting company;



A guide to working with potential investees to understand their
vision and goals, in the context of strategic sustainable
development, through the use of backcasting and the three
prioritization questions;



A list of useful tools that can be used to help investee organizations
move toward sustainability (e.g. lifecycle assessments, various
certifications, ecological footprinting);



Quotes and statistics displaying the difficulties the social
entrepreneurs face when seeking investment, including the difficulty
of fulfilling multiple investors‘ demands simultaneously.
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4

Discussion

As a result of the interviews we conducted, workshops we participated in,
and tools analyses we completed, our knowledge of the impact investing
industry has grown substantially. In addition, this research had helped us to
understand what the value of our contribution to the industry will be. We
acknowledge that our work represents a small piece of the puzzle, yet it is a
vitally important piece. Having spoken with many investors and social
entrepreneurs, the overwhelming reality is that these actors, while
principally concerned about creating positive social impact and sustainable
global development, are focusing their attention on many other aspects of
this industry than assessing the sustainability of their investments and
operations from a comprehensive sustainability perspective.
The issues we studied are (and will continue to be) very important to these
companies, but we understand that they may not be at the forefront of
impact investor and investee thinking at this time. In many ways, this
realization makes it even more important that we focus on this issue, as, if
left unaddressed, it could risk being overlooked even as global
environmental problems worsen.

4.1

Synthesis

Impact investors are seeking financial and non-financial returns by
investing in mission-driven SME businesses. These businesses are able to
experience financial and non-financial benefits by incorporating or
addressing various elements of sustainability; these benefits can be passed
along to investors, thus enhancing portfolio performance over time.
However, impact investors currently have no guiding tool to organize
sustainability-related information in a way that is useful to them.
A tool that outlines a process by which investors can better assess
investments with respect to sustainability would, over time, allow them to
experience increased financial returns. Giving impact investors increased
financial returns is in line with the recommendations made by the Monitor
Institute (2009) and Cheng (2011), as it helps to further develop the field by
a) demonstrating a track record of value creation and b) enticing more
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traditional investors to begin to develop or invest in impact portfolios.
The impact investing industry stands to benefit from the creation and
widespread adoption of a sustainability due diligence toolkit that was
designed with the investor audience in mind, with respect to their preferred
terminology, near-term priorities, and long-term goals. Such a toolkit would
need to a) fit into the current due diligence structure that impact investors
use, b) help organize obtainable information in a way that is valuable to
investors (i.e. in a way that lets them see the likelihood that acting on such
information would lead to increased financial and/or non-financial returns),
c) be developed using insights from both investors and investee companies,
and d) be easy enough to use that anyone in the industry could follow its
directions and make use of the resulting analysis.
If the impact investing industry were to adopt a whole-systems perspective,
an integrate comprehensive, science-based sustainability goals into their
existing triple bottom line and blended value thinking, the ongoing
development of the social enterprise sector would be far less likely to
trigger tipping points of ecological collapse in the developing countries
where it is focused.

4.2

Validity

The fragmented and nascent nature of the impact investing industry makes
it somewhat difficult to assess the validity of specific conclusions, and with
a rapidly changing landscape, it is likely that certain observations or claims,
though initially valid, may become outdated relatively quickly. As
researchers, there is unfortunately nothing that we can do about this issue.
We do believe that given the high-level, qualitative nature of our research,
our sample sizes were adequate to draw the conclusions that we drew. We
also believe that our experience working with the FSSD over the last eight
months predisposes us to have a good understanding of what sorts of
benefits various audiences may gain from working with it or a derivative of
it. We feel that our conclusions about an FSSD-based due diligence support
tool are in line with existing derivatives of the framework that have been
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used in organizations around the world.
Our original intent was to conduct a ―validation survey‖ of 100+ investors
and potential investees, to check that the conclusions that we drew from our
interviews and focus groups were indeed accurate across a range of actors
in the field. This survey proved to be too logistically difficult for us to
finish before the research period ended, so we were unable to include this
level of validation in our work. Instead, we validated our interview findings
in discussions with industry experts. We do plan, however, to conduct such
a survey before developing the actual tool that we have envisioned.
We have been careful, since this project‘s inception, to act as neutral
researchers when collecting information, despite our personal and
professional interest in seeing elements of SSD embedded in the impact
investing space. We believe that we have successfully set aside any agenda
of sustainability advocacy in this research, as we have relied upon empirical
and peer-reviewed studies to demonstrate both the business case for
sustainability in investment portfolios, and the methods through which it
may be achieved.
Our findings were essentially in line with what we expected they would be,
although we were surprised at the extent of fragmentation in the industry,
even amongst the most progressive and successful investment firms and
social enterprises.
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5

Conclusion

The concepts of SSD can be incorporated into impact investor due diligence
through the development of a high-level investor toolkit that would outline
how existing due diligence support tools and obtainable information could
be structured in such a way as to signal differentiable value amongst
potential investments. Such a tool, designed using the FSSD, would allow
impact investors to enhance their portfolio performance over time while
transitioning their portfolios towards full sustainability.
This tool must:

5.1



Structure the decision-making process according to the five levels of
the FSSD;



Fill the gaps that currently exist in due diligence support tools such
as IRIS and GIIRS; and



Explain how a user (i.e. an investor) would select various pieces of
information to organize in such a way as to construct
comprehensive sustainability analyses for various potential
investments.

Next Steps & Further Research

We plan to design a PDF ―toolkit‖ for impact investors that communicate
the concepts of SSD in a way that is useful for them, including statistics to
support the claim that they can increase the value of their portfolios by
using a comprehensive analysis. We will solicit feedback on our toolkit
from industry experts before making it available to the public via a host
website.
Now that we have examined how impact investors may organize their due
diligence process to include the principles of SSD, we suggest that others
interested in this field examine how social enterprises may more easily
communicate with investors about the steps they are taking to reach
sustainability.
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Appendix A: GIIRS Rating Sample

Source: GIIRS 2010
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Appendix B: Sustainability-Focused
Company Performance
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Appendix C: Interviewees
Investment Funds
Acumen Fund
CAF Venturesome
Swiss Investment Fund for Emerging Markets
Bamboo Finance
Ashoka
LGT Venture Philanthropy
IGNIA Partners

Social Enterprises
Anonymous
Cure Thalassemia
MyBnk
SolarAid
MicroDon
Fundação Pró-Cerrado
Acreditar
ONergy
One Degree Solar
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Appendix D: Interview Instruments
Master‘s in Strategic Leadership Towards Sustainability – MSLS
Blekinge Institute of Technology – BTH
Impact Investing – Due diligence support tools and investor sustainability

Interview script for investors
Company profile
Company:

Focus area/region:

# Employees:

Portfolio size (amount invested):

Social Mission Focus:

1) Does your firm have a specific definition of “sustainability” that it uses? Is it
used in your decision-making? If so, how?


Yes: We made one up ourselves (What is it?)



Yes: We took it from somewhere else (Where? What is it?)



No.

A description of what definition is used, if any. (3 minutes)

2A) Please briefly describe your firm’s due diligence process.
An overview of their due diligence process; discover further details on each step (e.g.
what are the components to the initial financial review?). (4 minutes)
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2B) What information do you require from potential investees in order to fulfill
your due diligence?


Financial: e.g. cash flow projections



Impact: e.g. assessment(s) of social impact, environmental/ecological impact



Strategic: e.g. business plan, competitive landscape analysis

o

Are there any additional categories that you use?

o

Are any of these more important than the others?

Summary of information required from potential investees. (5 minutes)
2C) What are common terms or closing conditions that you present to investees
before finalizing a deal?
Identifying common investor closing conditions. (3 minutes)
3) As an impact investor, what are the trickiest parts of your due diligence process?
Are there any common frustrations?
Genuine discovery of what their ―pain points‖ are. (4 minutes)
4A) Are you familiar with IRIS? Have you adopted any IRIS standards, or are you
planning to adopt some? If not, why not?
4B) Are you familiar with GIIRS? Have you used the ratings, or have you made
decisions based on others’ ratings? If not, why not?
Determine if they use IRIS and GIIRS, how they currently do so, and any reasons why
they aren‘t using these support tools. (2 minutes)
5) How do you see the impact investing industry changing in the next 5 years? Do
you see your decision-making process (and portfolio selection) changing as a result
of this industry evolving?
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Interviewee‘s reflection on the horizon of impact investing in 5 years. Anticipated
evolution of their decision-making process. (3 minutes)
6) Have any of your investees felt positive or negative effects that were directly
related to environmental concerns? e.g. environmental regulation, huge cost savings
from efficiency programs


Regulatory?



Legal?



Public image?



Success stories?

Accounts of liabilities or benefits from environmental issues; learn more about how
investors deal with that. (4 minutes)
7A) Do you think there is a direct link between your investees’ environmental
performance and their financial bottom line? For you as an investor?
7B) Do you think there is a direct link between your investees’ environmental
performance and their social impact?
Determine if they believe there is a direct, causative link between environmental
considerations and increased financial and social returns. (3 minutes)
8) What would you need to see (case studies, examples, data) to feel confident that
including a comprehensive sustainability analysis – both ecological and social
considerations – in due diligence was worthwhile?
Concrete factor(s) that would increase investor confidence in the relevance of
environmental sustainability. (3 minutes)
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Master‘s in Strategic Leadership Towards Sustainability – MSLS
Blekinge Institute of Technology – BTH
Impact Investing – Due diligence support tools and investor sustainability

Interview script for social enterprises
Company profile
Company:

# Employees:

Product/Service:

Focus area/region:

Social Mission Focus:

Investment received to-date:

1) Could you please describe the process by which you seek funding opportunities
and/or investment?

A structured (or unstructured) method that the socent goes through to
approach investors

A third party that is used to help find investors

No specific structure - changes with each investment

A mixture of all the above

Other (5 minutes)
2) Do you have any process of tracking the social and/or environmental impacts
related to your product or service? Are there any specific metrics that you have
adopted to measure it? Are you asked to report on these by your investors?
Notion of how systematic the enterprises are in regard to measuring impact of their
products; Understand how the impact is measured and what metrics are being used; List
the most common impact metrics required by their past/actual funders. (6 minutes)
2B) If you have experience getting investment… Is it common for there to be closing
conditions presented to you by investors before finalizing a deal? Can you give
examples of these conditions? Are you required to fulfill all of these requests?
Identifying the nature of investor conditions and under what circumstances they are
presented by those. 3 minutes
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3) Does your organization have a specific definition of sustainability that it works
with? Can you give an example of how this is applied?

Yes: We made one up ourselves (What is it?)

Yes: We took it from somewhere else (Where? What is it?)

No.
In case positive, a brief description of what definition is used. (2 minutes)
4A) Are you familiar with IRIS? Have you adopted any IRIS standards, or are you
planning to adopt some? If not, why not?
4B) Are you familiar with GIIRS? Have you been rated, or have you made decisions
based on others’ ratings? If not, why not?
Identify how many of them use IRIS and GIIRS, how they currently do so, and any reasons
why they aren‘t using these support tools. (2 minutes)
5) How do you see your business changing in the next 5-10 years? What sorts of
considerations do you think you might start to include that you haven't up until this
point?
Interviewee‘s reflection on the horizon of social enterprises and impact investments in
general in 10 years. General points of improvement for his/her business according to his
point of view. (4 minutes)
6) Has your organization felt positive or negative consequences that were directly
related to environmental impact? (e.g. environmental regulation, costs or benefits of
transitioning to more eco-efficient operations.)
Accounts of social enterprises were affected by any kinds of environmental concerns, at
any scale; learn more about how they deal with that. (5 minutes)
7A) Do you think that if you improved the environmental impact of your company
this would lead to increased financial returns, decreased financial returns, or have no
effect? How do you think investors would react?
7B) Do you think that if you improved the environmental impact of your company
this would lead to increased social returns, decreased social returns, or have no
effect? How do you think investors would react?
Determine if they believe there is a direct, causative link between environmental
considerations and increased financial and social returns. (3 minutes)
8) What would you need to see (in terms of case studies, examples, data) to feel
confident that a consideration of sustainability is worth incorporating into your
business?
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Concrete factor(s) that would contribute strongly to enhance the acceptance of applying
sustainability at their operations. (3 minutes)
9) Are you currently taking environmental measures that go above and beyond
regulation standards. If so, why?

Yes, because we personally feel this is a good decision and/or.

Yes, as it enhances that attractiveness of your business to
investors/clients/niche markets etc.

No.

No, it is too expensive and has no great benefits to our business.
In both cases – positive and negative - we hope to list what are the main reasons behind
adopting their current behavior towards environmental sustainability. (4 minutes)
10A) Please rate how important social impact is to your organization?
10B) Please rate how important environmental impact is to your organization?
1 - We don‘t care about that at all
2 - We do what we can with it, but it‘s not our main focus
3 - We believe it is important, but in balance with everything else
4 - We think it‘s very important, and consider it in most or all decisions
5 - It‘s our core purpose, everything revolves around it
Compare the importance of social versus environmental impact through the social
enterprises‘ points of view. (2 minutes)
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Appendix E: Results Phase 1 – IRIS Gap
Analysis
This is a sample of the 400+ metrics currently available for use in the IRIS
Taxonomy Version 2.1 http://iris.thegiin.org/xbrl-taxonomy
SSD Element: SP1
Relevant Questions:
Energy Use:
PD6596 Energy used by the product during the product lifetime. Footnote
assumptions made with respect to product utilization (e.g. hours used and
watts/hr).
PD5578 Energy that would have been used by the replaced product during
the lifetime of the organizations product. Footnote product replaced, source
for product utilization information and other calculation assumptions.
Also see: OI2496, OI6697, OI1496, OI1495
Green House Gases
PD9427 Greenhouse gas emissions of the product during the product
lifetime. Footnote emissions calculation assumptions/tools used.
PD2243 Greenhouse gas emissions that would have been produced by the
product replaced during the lifetime of the organizations product. Footnote
product replaced and source for product emissions information.
Also see: OI1479, OI4112, OI9604
SSD Element: SP2
Relevant Questions:
OI5942 Amount of toxic materials used in the manufacturing process
during the reporting period.
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OI7860 Indicate whether the organization's practices related to discharge of
wastewater comply with local legal requirements.
OI7365 Water management practices employed by the organization.
Choose all that apply: 1,Buffer zones adjacent to waterways are planted,
maintained, or restored, preferably with native species. 2.Manures and
fertilizers are stored in a clean, dry location where there is no risk of
contamination of watercourses, and separate from nursery stock. They are
not applied to waterlogged, steep, or frozen ground where there is a risk of
run-off. 3.No untreated sewage water is used for irrigation. 4.Sources of
water are carefully and regularly assessed for their microbial, chemical, and
mineral content, and properly managed in accordance with the assessment
results.5. The use of inputs as well as release of wastewater is properly
managed in order to preserve surrounding water sources.
OI9891 Amount of highly hazardous pesticides used.
OI2569 Area of land treated with highly hazardous pesticides.
OI1346 Amount of hazardous waste created by the organization's
operations during the reporting period. Note: hazardous waste as defined by
national legislation at the point of generation.
SSD Element: SP3
Relevant Questions:
OI5929 Biodiversity-related assessments undertaken by the organization.
Choose all that apply: See further details in online version –1. Accounted
for soil pollution issues, availability and quality of water resources, pest
disease and weed levels. 2. Accounted for the potential impact of
production on adjacent crops and the adjacent area. 3. Accounted for the
prior use of land (e.g. historical/archaeological remains, previous crops). 4.
Checked for any off-site contaminant (e.g. invasive species) or pollution
risk and protected against those through adequate buffer zones when
necessary. 5. Developed a set of provisions related to wildlife habitats and
food sources through hedges, field margins, extensive pasture, etc. 6
Evaluated the importance of the land‘s location within the area and any
regulations related to the site (sensitive area, catchments area, protected
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area, vicinity of habitat, etc).
Water:
Use of:
OI7365 Water management practices employed by the organization. (See
details in SP2 list above.)
Also see: OI3031 Amount of water drawn from municipal water sources
…OI6721 Amount of rainwater used for the organization's operations…
Wastewater
See: OI8828, OI9412, OI7860
Recycled/Reused Water
OI1927
Reduced Water
OI4015
Waste
OI7442 Amount of non-hazardous waste created by the organization's
operations during the reporting period.
OI6192 Amount of waste disposed during the reporting period.
See also: OI6709, OI4483, OI8357
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Waste Reused/Recycled/Reduced
OI2535 Amount of waste disposed through reuse and recycling during the
reporting period.
OI7920 Waste reductions achieved during the reporting period through
programs for substitution, recycling or recovery. Footnote calculations and
assumptions.
OI4328 Amount of recycled materials used in products (including
packaging) during the reporting period.
OI9847 Amount of waste disposed by composting during the reporting
period.
Biodegradable Materials
OI5101 Amount of biodegradable materials used in products (including
packaging) during the reporting period.
Land Use:
OI2605 Hectares under sustainable cultivation.
SSD Element: SP4
Relevant Questions:
This is a very small sample of the 100 + metrics that we found to apple to
SP4:
OD6247 Social impact objectives pursued by the organization. Choose all
that apply:- Access to clean water- Access to energy- Access to financial
services- Access to education - Affordable housing- Agricultural
productivity- Capacity-building- Community development- Conflict
resolution- Disease-specific prevention and mitigation - Employment
generation- Equality and empowerment- Food security- Generate funds for
charitable giving- Health improvement- Income/productivity growth
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PD5833 Percentage of units projected to be constructed or preserved as a
result of investments made the during reporting period that will be
considered to be affordable housing.
PD4120 Number of hours of school offered per week.
PD8635 Number of days of school offered per year.
PD1392 Indicate whether the school initiates engagement with the
community / parents. Footnote description of engagement.
PD9759 Extracurricular programs provided by the school during the
reporting period.
PD1796 Types of education services offered to clients…
PD6897 Types of women empowerment services offered to clients. ..
OI4432 Indicate whether the organization has a written child labor policy
in line with International Labour Organization (ILO) standards.
SSD Element: Related to 1 or more SPs
Relevant Questions:
OD6306 Operational model of the organization. Choose all that apply:
- Production/Manufacturing - Production and/or manufacturing of goods
(e.g., farming, construction, manufacturing)
- Processing/Packaging - Processing and/or packaging of goods (can
include both raw materials, such as wheat, or secondary materials/goods)
- Distribution - Delivery of good or service to the target audience, whether
through traditional transport (e.g., vehicle, rail, air) or infrastructure
(electric grid operator)
- Wholesale/Retail - Intermediary organization that purchases goods and
sells them to new target customers
- Services - Services (e.g., education, health, communication,
transportation, social services)
- Financial Services - Financial products and services
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OD7481 Primary sectors impacted by the organization's operations. Choose
all that apply:
-Agriculture, Artisanal, Culture, Education, Energy, Environment,
Financial Services, Health, Housing Development, Information Technology
and Communication, Infrastructure/ Facilities Development, Technical
Assistance Services, Tourism, Supply Chain Services, Water, Other
OD4108 Environmental impact objectives pursued by the organization.
Choose all that apply:
- Biodiversity conservation, Energy and fuel efficiency, Natural resources
conservation, Pollution prevention & waste management, Sustainable
energy, Sustainable land use, Water resources management
OI6765 Green building practices employed by the company. (See options
of building practices outlined in the full taxonomy.)
PD2756 Indicate the third-party certifications for products/services that
are valid as of the end of the reporting period
SSD Element: Company Vision and Goals:
Relevant Metrics:
OI2330 Indicate whether the organization has written corporate governance
policies that have been communicated to stakeholders.
OD2735 Mission statement of the organization.
OD6247 OD6247 Social impact objectives pursued by the organization.
Choose all that apply:
Access to clean water, Access to energy, Access to financial services,
Access to education …(see full list in IRIS Taxonomy
http://iris.thegiin.org/xbrl-taxonomy)
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Appendix F: Results Phase 1 – GIIRS
Gap Analysis
This is a sample of the 100+ questions currently available for use in the GIIRS
Assessment (for companies) http://www.giirs.org/
SSD Element: SP1
Relevant Questions:
EN8.2 - Has your company adopted any of the following techniques for
minimizing the environmental impact of its distribution and supply chain? (Check
all that apply) [Equally Weighted]
1. Utilize clean or low-emission vehicles (including hybrid, LPG, and electric) to
transport and distribute produce 2. Utilize strategic planning software to minimize
fuel usage and shipping footprint 3.Train drivers/handlers in fuel efficient
techniques 4. Utilize freight/shipping methods with lower environmental impacts
(i.e. - avoiding air shipment) 5. Other (describe) • None
EN3.3 - What % of equipment (furniture and office machinery) in corporate
offices has been purchased used or for the purpose of adopting energy efficient or
environmentally-friendly technology (i.e. - Energy Star or similar certified
efficient products)? Estimates can be within +/- 10%. [Equally Weighted]
EN4.2 - Has your company implemented any of the following energy conservation
or efficiency measures at its offices or plant facilities? Check all that apply.
[Equally Weighted]1. Energy-efficient equipment: clean-energy certified 2.
Climate-control: energy-efficient air-conditioning or heating (certified products),
double-paned windows, pre-programmed thermostats 3. Other (describe) 4. None
EN4.3 - From what sources does your company get its electricity? Check all that
apply. [Equally Weighted] 1. Renewable energy sources (including on-site
renewable) 2. Bio-fuel or other clean/renewable based generators3. Municipal
power grid (at least 10% of municipal power is generated from renewable sources)
4. Municipal power grid (sources unknown/not renewable)5. Diesel-generators
6.Other (describe)
EN 4.4 - Does your company monitor and record its energy usage? [Equally
Weighted] 1.If yes, describe an attachment for how you track and record energy
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usage across business activities. 2. If yes, describe an attachment for how you
track and record energy usage across business activities. 3. Our company monitors
usage and has maximized our reduction targets 4. Our company monitors usage
and has met specific reduction targets during the reporting period. 5. Our company
monitors usage and has specific reduction targets. 6. Our company monitors and
records usage (no reduction targets) 7. We do not currently monitor and record our
usage
EN4.5 - About what % of energy used by your company comes from renewable
sources? See details of options in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)
EN7.1 - Do your company's significant suppliers monitor and report on any of the
following? Check all that apply. [Heavily Weighted] 1. Utilize renewable energy
at their facilities. 2. Recycle water on-site or use a close-loop or other water
recovery system 3. Monitor waste production or GHG emissions 4. Dispose
properly of hazardous materials and provide documentation of such disposal 5.
Have implemented programs to reduce GHG emissions, waste production, or
water or energy usage 6. Other (describe) 7.None
EN7.2 - What percentage of your company's products are procured from
significant suppliers who monitor and report on any the above selected factors?
Enter 0 if none of the factors above were selected. [Equally Weighted]
SSD Element: SP2
EN5.1 - How does your company dispose of non-hazardous waste/garbage?
[Equally Weighted]
1.Private 3rd party disposal (that has been certificed for proper disposal methods
and provides documentation) 2. On-site disposal that is compliant with
internationally-accepted methods (3rd party reviewed) Waste is separated and
recycled; reusable waste is donated/provided to facilities that can reuse 3.
Composting garbage 4. Municipal garbage collection. 5. Other (describe)
6.Incinerate/burn/on-site disposal (un-certified, audited or reviewed)
EN5.2 - What % hazardous waste (batteries, paint, electronic equipment, etc.) is
disposed of responsibly, with a documented 3rd party? (Select N/A if you do not
have any hazardous waste) [Equally Weighted]Provide documentation (include
documentation and other paperwork provided by the company that disposes of
your hazardous waste) to support the % of proper disposal.
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IRIS Hazardous Waste definition: Refuse that could present dangers through the
contamination and pollution of the environment. It requires special disposal
techniques to make it harmless or less dangerous. Source: UNEP
(Includes used oil and lubricants.Provide documentation (include documentation
and other paperwork provided by the company that disposes).
EN5.3 - If your company uses any hazardous materials on site (including
chemicals, pesticides, fertilizer), check all of the procedures that your company
follows: (Select N/A if you use no hazardous materials and chemicals) [Equally
Weighted] 1. Written procedures for safe storage, use and disposal of each
hazardous material available in the local language of work 2. All hazardous
materials are kept in sealed containers in a locked storeroom located in a separate
area from regular business act 3. All containers with hazardous materials are
labeled, with instructions for proper storage, use and disposal 4. None of these
procedures 5.N/A - no hazardous materials on site
EN10.3 - Does your company monitor and record its solid and hazardous waste
production/emitted? Select N/A only if your company produces zero hazardous
waste. [Equally Weighted] If yes, please attach a description of how your company
tracks and records its hazardous waste production (See further in GIIRS
Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
Relevant Questions:
SSD Element: SP3
Relevant Questions:
EN3.2 - Does your company have a written policy to
recycle/reduce/compost/reuse materials and supplies at your company's facilities?
[Equally Weighted] (See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
EN6.1 - What % of total input material purchases were spent on purchasing
organic, sustainably-harvested, recycled or other environmentally-friendly input
materials? [Equally Weighted]
EN6.2 - What % of your packaging materials are from biodegradable or recycled
sources? (Select n/a if you do not use any product packaging) [Equally Weighted]
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EN6.3 - By what % has your company reduced the volume of its material inputs
since it began tracking its input material usage? If your company does not track
material inputs, enter 0. [Equally Weighted]
EN9.1 - Does your company monitor and record its water usage? [Equally
Weighted] (See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
CM 2.1 - FUNCTIONALITY UNDER DEVELOPMENT: Excluding labor, what
% of your COGS are sourced from suppliers located within 100 miles from your
core operations? [Equally Weighted]
CM 2.2 - What % of your customers are based or live within 100 miles of your
company's headquarter and main production facilities? [Equally Weighted]
EN8.1 - Has your company implemented an environmentally-efficient shipping or
distribution policy? [Equally Weighted]
(See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies
lab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description

at

http://b-

SSD Element: SP4
Relevant Questions:
(Sample of the 60+ metrics that were identified as SP4 related)
CM 2.4 - Does your company provide discounted products or services for the
local community? [Less Weighted]
CM 2: Are more than 20% of your workers from chronically-underemployed
communities (including minority/previously-excluded groups, women, rural and
low-income/poor/very poor individuals)? [Not Weighted]
CM 2: Does your company support local economic development with on-going
charitable contributions to non-profits/NGOs? [Not Weighted]
CM 2: Are a majority of your customers underserved individuals or communities?
[Not Weighted]
CM 2.1: Is your company's product or service specifically designed to address a
social inequality or provide inherent benefit to its users. (environmentally-focused
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products identified below)
WK 2.1 - What % of non-managerial workers (including FTE, PTE and
Temporary) are paid above the minimum wage? [Equally Weighted]
SSD Element: Company Vision and Goals
Relevant Questions:
CA1.1 - Has your company explicitly integrated its social or environmental
mission into a written corporate mission? Attach your written mission statement in
order to earn credit for the question. [Equally Weighted]
The mission statement is a concise message that expresses how your company
generates financial, social and/or environmental value through its business
activities. For the purposes of this question, customer satisfaction is not a part of a
company's social mission.
The mission statement is a concise message that expresses how your company
generates financial, social etc. 1. A commitment to social impact (including
poverty alleviation) 2. A commitment to environmental stewardship and
conservation 3. A written statement that does not include its social or
environmental commitment 5. No written statement
CA2.2 - Does your Board of Directors or governing/advisory body have written
responsibility for the following issues? (Check all that apply) Select None if you
do not have a Board of Directors or governing/advisory body. [Equally Weighted]
1. Guiding corporate strategy, major plans of action, risk policy, annual budgets
and business plans 2. Overseeing executive compensation 3. Overseeing social and
environmental performance targets 4. Overseeing major capital expenditures 5.
Other (describe) 6. None
CM2.3 - Have you shared your social and environmental mission or ethic with
your Significant Suppliers, Distributors and/or Retailers? [Heavily Weighted]
1. We share our written mission and discuss it with all suppliers and
distributors (most formal) 2. We discuss our mission or ethic with all
suppliers and distributors (more formal) 3. We share our written mission
and discuss it with some (not all) suppliers and distributors (less formal)
4.We discuss our mission or ethic with some (not all) suppliers and
(describe) 6. No
distributors (least formal) 5. Other
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Unique Impact Metrics (Last Section of Survey)
This section is designed for you to articulate your company's unique theory of
change/social mission in your own words. (See further in GIIRS Assessment for
companies at http://b-lab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment
Description
SSD Element: Strategic Guidelines
Relevant Questions:
CA1.1 - Has your company explicitly integrated its social or environmental
mission into a written corporate mission? Attach your written mission statement in
order to earn credit for the question. [Equally Weighted]
The mission statement is a concise message that expresses how your company
generates financial, social and/or environmental value through its business
activities. For the purposes of this question, customer satisfaction is not a part of a
company's social mission.(See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at
http://b-lab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description.
CA1.2 - Does your company have a written policy in place to solicit feedback
regarding corporate performance (including financial, social and/or
environmental) from external stakeholders - including local community,
environment, suppliers, or customers? [Equally Weighted] (See further in GIIRS
Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
CA 1.3 - Does your company have any of the following internal engagement
practices? (Check all that apply) [Equally Weighted]
CA2.2 - Does your Board of Directors or governing/advisory body have written
responsibility for the following issues? (Check all that apply) Select None if you
do not have a Board of Directors or governing/advisory body. [Equally Weighted]
(See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
CM2.3 - Have you shared your social and environmental mission or ethic with
your Significant Suppliers, Distributors and/or Retailers? [Heavily Weighted](See
further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
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Unique Impact Metrics (Last Section of Survey) (See further in GIIRS
Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
EN2.1 - Is environmental sustainability integrated into the design and production
process? (Select N/A if your company does not design or produce a product). (If
yes, please attach a description of these factors) [Equally Weighted]
Sustainability can be incorporated in the design process through the choice of
materials, manufacturing process, transportation, use & disposal of goods and
mterials. etc. (See further in GIIRS Assessment for companies at http://blab.force.com/GIIRS/GIIRSSiteLogin)Attachment Description
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Appendix G: Results Phase 2 – IRIS and
GIIRS Gap
IRIS Phase 2
Question: SP1.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: There are a number of questions that ask about energy
efficiency, use of renewable energy and reduction of energy use, which all
pertain to fossil fuels (PD6596, PD5578, OI2496, OI6697 etc - see
Appendix E for more details). However, there are no metrics asking to
directly measure fossil fuel usage. None of the metrics noted explain the
importance of reducing fossil fuel usage/dependence as outlined by SP1.
Recommendation: Metric OI1496 "Amount of purchased energy
consumed from non-renewable sources such as coal, nuclear energy, natural
gas, and crude oil derivatives during the reporting period" could be a very
good place to embed an explanation of SP1.
Question: SP1.2

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: There are no metrics asking specifically about
materials extracted from the earth's crust (except in relation to energy in
Metric O11496 (quoted above). Recommendation: A metric should be
added that asks companies to list materials used in their products and
production operations (full life cycle) that are extracted from the earth‘s
crust. SP1 should also be embedded to illustrate the importance of
reducing/eliminating usage of such materials.
Question: SP1.3

Result: Yes

Why Sufficient?: The remaining questions that pertain to SP1 are all in
reference to green house gases(GHG) (PD9427, PD2243, OI1479, OI4112,
OI9604). Together these metrics do a fairly thorough job of assessing the
company's emissions of (and reductions of) GHG (C02 and CO2
equivalent). Furthermore, IRIS suggests that companies use the recognized
International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) emission factors and
Leverage Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) as guidance for this calculation.
Recommendation:

If

other
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recommendations pertaining to SP1

related metrics are fulfilled, these metrics are sufficient at present.
Question: SP2.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: There are several metrics that ask about 'hazardous'
materials and ask users to manage/measure their use of fertilizers and
pesticides (OI9891). Metrics ask about 'hazardous waste' and pesticides, but
not for companies to list all hazardous materials used in all stages of their
operations. 'Hazardous' is also fairly ambiguous. IRIS states "hazardous
waste as defined by national legislation at the point of generation."
Recommendation: These metrics could be strengthened by an explanation
of SP2, and metrics that ask for companies to report all materials foreign to
nature that are used in all levels of operations. Finally, a clear definition of
what - at minimum - 'hazardous' entails is necessary.
Question: SP2.2

Result: No

Recommendation: This type of question could possibly be added to the
'product description' metrics, by asking companies to list materials used in
products and operations - (both hazardous and non-hazardous) and by
including a definition of SP2 in this metric.
Question: SP3.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: OI5929 Biodiversity metric: This is a detailed metric,
touching on issues of land use, protection of species and management of
materials. It does not, however, include a definition of sustainable
ecosystem usage. Recommendation: The metric OI5929 would be highly
suitable to embed both SP2 and SP3.
Question: SP3.2

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: There are many metrics about water usage (OI7365,
OI3031, OI6721, OI8828, OI9412, OI7860, OI1927, OI4015) and waste
management: (OI7442, OI6192, OI6709, OI4483, OI8357 etc - see lists in
appendix.) Only one question asks specifically about land use OI2605
"Hectares under sustainable cultivation." It is not asked, however, how
many hectares are NOT under sustainable cultivation - which would be
more useful to know. Recommendation: A metric asking: How many
hectares are NOT under sustainable cultivation - which would be more
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useful than metric OI2605.
Question: SP4

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: There are numerous metrics that pertain to SP4 (see list
in Appendix E for a sample) covering issues from education to health care
to workers‘ rights. One metric asked about in the GIIRS Impact Assessment
that is not included in IRIS and we believe should be, is that of % of
employees paid 'liveable wage' for the country of operations.
Recommendation: OD6247 "Social impact objectives pursued by the
organization. " would be suitable for embedding an explanation of SP4.
Question: Company‘s Goals and Vision Result: Yes but insufficient
Why Insufficient?: There are several metrics that ask about company
vision and goals: OI2330 Corporate Governance, OD2735 Mission
statement, OD6247 Social impact objectives, OD4108 Environmental
impact objectives. However, none of metrics require that vision and goals
be within sustainability constraints. The social and environmental metrics
are very limited, asking users to circle objectives from a small list of
options with no explanations. Recommendation: OD2735 (Mission
statement) OD6247 (Social impact objectives) and OD4108 (Environmental
impact objectives) would be suitable for embedding an explanation of the
importance of framing the organizations vision and goals within the
constraints of the SPs.
GIIRS Phase 2
Question: SP1.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: E.2 asks about fossil fuel usage but only for supply
chain and distribution – not ‗in house‘ usage.
EN3.3, EN4.2, EN4.3, EN4.4, EN4.5 ask about energy efficiency (an aspect
of fossil fuel usage) of the organization‘s operations and their suppliers
operations. None of these questions explain the importance of reducing
fossil fuel usage/dependence as outlined in SP1. Recommendation: There
should be fossil fuel usage questions for supply chain, in house and
distribution operations. Energy usage questions should include SP1
explanation and ask about concrete actions that the company will be taking
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to reduce fossil fuel usage in the future.
Question: SP1.2

Result: No

Why Insufficient?: There are no questions in GIIRS that ask about
materials extracted from the earth‘s crust (minerals and precious metals).
Recommendation: Questions must be added that ask about use of minerals
and metals extracted from the earth's crust. EN3.3 could be a possible
question to add this to.
Question: SP1.3

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: EN7.1 and EN7.2 are broad and touch on several
aspects of the SP1, but are not very thorough. Recommendation: EN7.1
and EN7.2 are possible areas for additional implementation of SP1
explanations.
Question: SP2.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: EN 5.2 and EN5.3 ask about disposal of hazardous
waste, and EN 10.3 asks about monitoring the use of ‗hazardous‘ materials
by the organization. While these questions capture the organization‘s usage
of persistent chemicals and compounds, they only capture ones that are
deemed ‗hazardous‘ which will not include many that are violating SP2. In
addition, there is no clear explanation of SP2. Recommendation: The
questions highlighted should have a clear definition of SP2. GIIRS should
also define a minimum definition of hazardous and 'non-hazardous' in the
assessment. Questions here only ask about hazardous 'waste'. There should
also be a question that asks about all hazardous materials used - throughout
all stages of operations. Questions should also ask for an explanation of the
concrete actions that the company will be taking to reduce their hazardous
material/product usage.
Question: SP2.2

Result: No

Why Insufficient?: EN 5.1 asks about disposal of non-hazardous waste. It
does not explain the importance of staying within the natural concentration
limits even responsible disposal of natural materials/chemicals/compounds.
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Question: SP3.1

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: EN3.2 asks if there is a ‗written policy‘ for the
organization to recycle/reduce/compost/reuse, not if they do, or by how
much, or how. Also this question relates to practices at the corporate offices
and facilities, but does not include production process practices. EN6.1 and
EN6.2 ask about the sustainable quality of input and packaging materials.
They do not ask about products produced by the organization/company, nor
do they explain SP3. Recommendation: GIIRS does not include sufficient
questions of physical ecosystem use. It mostly focuses on waste and water.
There should be questions about land use and responsible harvesting of
natural resources. These questions should not only ask companies to report
their 'good practices' but also ask them to report, for example, how many
hectares of unsustainably harvested land they use. Questions should include
an explanation of SP3.
Question: SP3.2

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: EN3.2 highlights dematerialization and thus could be
useful place to embed both SP1 and SP3 explanations. EN 9.1 highlights
responsible water usage but does not have an explanation of the limits (or
the importance of) responsible usage of water and reduction of usage.
Recommendation: Questions talking about specific violations of SP3 (for
example waste, land usage, unsustainable water usage etc) should include
embedded definitions of SP1 and SP3 to help address the systemic issues of
physical degradation. Questions should also not only focus on the positives,
but ask about the unsustainable practices and how companies are working
to reduce these.
Question: SP4

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: CA1.1 asks companies if the incorporate their social or
environmental mission in their written corporate mission. CM2.3 asks
companies if the share their social and environmental mission or ethics of
the company with significant suppliers, distributors and/or retailers. The
Unique Impact Metrics section of assessment asks about the company's
"unique theory of change/social mission". These questions are all vital as
they ask the company to articulate its social mission. However, none of
these questions, ask the company to illustrate this mission through
examples of their practices. They also do not have an explanation of social
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'sustainability' as defined by SP4.Recommendation: Questions CA1.1,
CM2.3 and the Unique Impact Metrics would all be suitable for embedding
SP4.
Question: Company‘s goals and vision Result: Yes but insufficient
Why Insufficient?: CA1.1 asks whether the company has "explicitly
integrated its social or environmental mission into a written corporate
mission" while CM2.3 asks if the social and environmental mission or
ethic of the company is shared with Significant Suppliers, Distributors
and/or Retailers?‖ Both of these questions are vital, as is the Unique Impact
Metrics section of assessment, which asks about the company's "unique
theory of change/social mission". None of the questions, however, offer any
guidance for creating these goals within the constraints of the sustainability
principles. Recommendation: Questions CA1.1, CM2.3 and the Unique
Impact Metrics would all be suitable for embedding an explanation of the
importance of framing the organization‘s vision and goals within the
constraints of the SPs.
Question: Strategic Guidelines

Result: Yes but insufficient

Why Insufficient?: CA1.1 and Question: Unique Impact Metric ask about
the company's "unique theory of change/social mission" but does not offer
strategic planning suggestions as to how to achieve this 'theory of change'
in a sustainable manner. EN2.1 also touches on planning towards
sustainability but limits the discussion to the 'design process'.
Recommendation: CA1.1 and Question: Unique Impact Metrics would be
suitable for embedding the strategic sustainability planning concepts.
EN2.1 would be good for embedding the system conditions (SPs and the
strategic sustainability planning concepts).
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